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the broadsheet
special
Last month we advertised the Broadsheet special which
was to be on sale at the United Women’s convention as
well as by post. However, unfortunately, due to printing
difficulties, the special will not now be ready until the
beginning of July.
The special includes “ The Tyranny of Structurelessness” ,
by Jo Freeman, “ Put Your Money Where Your Movement
Is” by Beverly Fisher, “ Lesbianism and Feminism” by
Robin Morgan, “ Economics of the Nuclear Family” by
Lee Comer. For a copy

send $1 to:
48 st andrews rd auckland 3

fronting up
the workers' report
to the readers
From this month we are changing our system of selling
back copies. Early issues in the old format will be sold in
a bundle of five plus one new format issue for one dollar.
Three of the 1974 new format issues will also sell for a
dollar. All 1975 issues sell for the full price of 40 cents.
Don’t forget there is no August issue. The next issue will
be in September. In it we will include reports from the
IWY conference in Mexico City. We will also announce
the results of the photo competition.
One or two people lately have taken out an extra
subscription to Broadsheet which they are putting
in the reception area of their work place or in a doctor
or dentist’s waiting room. They report that the response
has been really good and has made the exercise well
worth while. Readers may also feel that it would be
worth encouraging their work place to take out a sub
scription, or even to give them your old copies. Any wait
ing rooms are also obvious places where a copy of Broad
sheet can do a lot of good.

NEW ZEALAND FEDERATION OF UNIVERSITY
WOMEN.

AUCKLAND BRANCH

TRESSA THOMAS AND RE-TRAINING AWARDS
The Auckland Branch of the New Zealand Federation
of University Women offers awards of not less than $100
to mature women who wish to undertake a short course
of training or re-training or to women who wish to further
their studies. The applicants need not necessarily be
university graduates, and the awards are designed to assist
them either

(1)

to return to their professions

or

(2)

to take up work, either paid or voluntary,
in the community.

APPLICATION FORMS AND FURTHER INFORMA
TION ARE OBTAINABLE FROM THE PRESIDENT
OF THE AUCKLAND BRANCH, N.Z.F.U.W.:
Dr. C.J. O’Connor,
138 Ngapuhi Road,
Remuera,
AUCKLAND 5.

The first person to guess which member of the
Broadsneet Collective this is will receive a free
autograpned copy of Broadsheet. Send your
entry to P.O. Box 47261, Auckland.

Ph. 548-869

Applications close 30 September, 1975.
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Dear Broadsheet,
On the 22nd and 23rd March a Feminist weekend was
held at the Narrows Park in Hamilton. Nearly 100 women
from all over New Zealand met together to discuss femin
ist issues and to reaffirm their sisterhood.
The weekend was organised because feminists who
attended Women 74, held here in September of last year,
felt that feminist issues had not been adequately covered.
It seemed to us that this situation would always arise,
since at every Women’s Convention, many participants
would be new to the ideas of the Women’s movement
and most of the time available would be given over to
providing an introduction that would begin the long
process of consciousness raising. In view of this we felt it
was important for Feminist women to gather together so
that their consciousness raising could continue.
In New Zealand feminists are separated by distance
and our sisterhood grows only slowly. Moreover feminists
have never really come to terms with some of the basic
issues. I think that the weekend went some way to over
coming that, and it did enable our sisterhood to grow.
On the positive side many new friendships grew and
feminists in New Zealand finally tackled one of the
major issues : Lesbianism and Feminism. It became
apparent early on that we would have to come to
terms with this issue. Strong comments made by gay
women upset and angered straight women some of
whom felt so alienated that they left. This antagonism
centered around the feeling of some gay women that
no woman can be truly feminist if she lives in a hetero
sexual relationship, or has any emotional relationships
with men. To me as a heterosexual feminist this is a
demand for me to deny myself which I am unprepared
to accept. To me feminism is a freedom from male
attitudes that define A as right and B as wrong. To me
feminism is a movement to give women choice, to free
them from male orientated restrictions, and the above
attitude sounded to me like the old restrictions with a
new twist. Sisterhood means a feeling among all women.
Robin Morgan’s article Lesbianism and Feminism is the
best discussion I have ever read on this problem. She says
“I am a woman, I am a feminist, a radical feminist,.yea
a militant feminist. I am a witch. I identify as a Lesbian
because I love the people of Women and certain individ
ual women with my life’s blood. Yes I live with a man
as does my sister Kate M illett.....
“Paths which each might have led to a united feminism
but which man exploited into warring factions, he was
aided of course by the innate hostility of any oppressed.
people - tearing at each other is painful, but it is after ail
safer than tearing at the real enemy.
“All women have a right to each other as women, all
women have a right to our sense of ourselves as people.
All women have a right to live with and make love with
whom we choose, when we choose.”
Susan Silverwoman says “It is imperative that we
identify with the total feminist issue - if we continue
to define straight women as the enemy rather than
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/
sisters - we form ourselves a movement which must be
part of ourselves.
To me the Gay/straight split has the potential to
destroy the women’s movement, sisterhood and feminism,
since to me it echos all that is most hateful in the oppre
ssing system. It echos the comments of the gay male who
when told of the estimated 9 million witches burned to
death during the middle ages turned and said “But how
many of nine million women were actually lesbian” - we
are reaching a stage where some women won’t object to
torture and pain inflicted on other women provided that
they meet their standards of ‘bumability.’ To me that is
male oppression re-expressed. To me it is unacceptable
to deny any woman sisterhood. We have all suffered, all
died a thousand thousand deaths of pain and despair. To
deny that experience is supreme elitism. I hope that my
lesbian sisters will open anew the dialogue between us
so that jointly we can overcome our divisions.
Sarah Calvert
Hamilton
Dear Broadsheet,
Having attended the foundation meeting of the Women’s
Electoral Lobby I feel Helen Nelson’s accusations of
racism were quite unjustified.
I would be interested to know why Helen Nelson feels
that the ‘strict procedural rules’ observed during WEL’s
inaugural meeting should be any more alien to the Poly
nesian women present than to European women who
are unfamiliar with this style of communication. Or
again, would the meeting have been more democratic
and sensitive to the interests of a small group had it taken
place on a marae where I believe there are even greater
restrictions imposed on the spontaneous participation of
youthful or low status members. Would the style of
disruption demonstrated (by several Polynesian men who
were present) at the two subsequent meetings of WEL
have been tolerated on a marae? Perhaps the behaviour
of these persons may have been more anti-women than
anti-racist and I should imagine it produced alienation
and embarrassment at least equivalent to that produced
by the supposedly racist procedures of WEL.
Could it be that a small percentage of the Polynesian pop
ulation feels frustrated at their failure to gain maximum
influence with a minimum of time consuming community
involvement in the admittedly very complex, impersonal
and cumbersome structures that comprise our large
urban society? This frustration at their failure to gain
influence at a personal level may therefore be prompting
them to resort to cries of racism and demands that
privileges and considerations be accorded Polynesians
that are not extended to the majority.
Admittedly, the fact that a matter important to three of
the 200 or so women present could not have been dis
cussed in more detail due to the desire of the majority to
proceed with the business as they saw it, is one of the
unfortunate consequences of democracy. Perhaps this
resort to democratic decision-making was the “distressing
(and culturally alien) incident ” Helen Nelson referred
to?

Why is the exclusive use of English in the communications
of an embryonic organisation with minimal financial
resources, decried as indicatiye of racial discrimination
when all but a very tiny percentage of the population
use this language readily? Why do Ms Nelson and her
friends feel it necessary to have “separate identification
of minority groups” within the sisterhood and within
a specially constituted organisations such as WEL? I
would have thought that women had suffered from this
“separation of minority groups” problem too long to
wish to perpetuate it.
It is to be hoped that attacks such as this on WEL and

May 10 5% of a group of women screened for breast cancer
with a new X-ray process showed tissue abnprmality which
raised the possibility of early cancer calling for further
investigation said Mr. R.N. Stevenson of the Auckland
Division Cancer Society of New Zealand. The breast
xerography unit, established in October last year, was a
gift from Mr and Mrs H. Baker. “ Radiologists say that
because the picture is sharper and there is much greater
detail in the denser tissues, small tumours can be detected
earlier” said Mr. Stevenson.
May 20: Strawberry Villa, the women’s emergency
accomodation centre on Auckland’s North Shore, could
be faced with closure if it is required to comply with
a directive to register with the Department of Social
Welfare as a home under the Children and Young Person’s
Act.
May 21: Mr K. R. Allen, M.P. for Tauranga, intends to
introduce a private member’s Bill ruling out the belief
of consent as a defence in rape cases to counteract any
effects that the recent House of Lords ruling may have
in New Zealand.
May 31 The Domestic Action Bill was introduced into
Parliament. It aims to abolish various archaic laws based
on the proposition that women should have a subservient,
if not servile, role to men, said Dr Martyn Finlay. The
Bill seeks to abolish the right to claim damages on a petition
for divorce or separation on the ground of adultery. The
Bill also makes it clear that either a husband or wife may
bring an action for damages for enticement. Actions for
enticing, seducing or harbouring a child, or harbouring a
wife, and for seducing a servant are abolished. The bill
was referred to the statutes revision committee.
June 9 The Auckland City Art Gallery has planned and
exhibition of works by New Zealand women artists.
This will run through July till the Van Gogh exhibition
starts in August.
June 11 The Council for the Single Mother and her Child
will have to lay off its full-time welfare worker and give
up its Greys Avenue office soon unless it can gain new
support. The office has been open three months says the
welfare worker, Ms Mary Baldwin and has dealt with
hundreds of enquiries about benefits, accomodation and
legal problems. Counselling has been provided and a
drop in centre for single mothers has been available in
the Old City Mission Building with coffee and a playroom
The Council has received about $700 in donations but

similar women’s organisations will not be used to
distract Polynesian women from heeding Nan Bailey’s
advice to become actively involved in the community
to improve their own position. By attacking organis
ations such as WEL these people could be instrumental
in detracting from the effectiveness of an organisation
instituted to achieve social economic educational and
political equality for ALL women and thereby remove
an effective channel through which we all can work
for the sisterhood. Perhaps this is their intention?
Averil Hunt

rent for the office is $60 a month, Ms Baldwin’s wages
are $25 a week and the council has voted to raise this
to $45.
June 13 The 108-page report of the select committee on
women’s rights was tabled in Parliament yesterday.
The committee recommends
— Positive encouragement by the Government and other
organisations to promote equality in employment *
opportunities for women.
— The appointment of more women to judicial and magesterial positions, to public boards and tribunals and to
high-level management and policy-making posts.
— Substantial increases in the funds available for pre
school education and an upgrading of its importance.
— Legislation to provide for paid maternity leave for
working women, and consideration of the desirability
of paid paternity leave in cases of family need.
— Greater educational opportunities and advice for girls
and women.
— Investigation of the implications of a monetary allqwance to give proper recognition and support to people
with full-time family responsibilities.
— Legislation to outlaw discrimination against women
in the provision of all goods and services.
— Education for both sexes in human relations and
particularly the marriage relationship.
— Equal division of family assets on the breakdown of
marriage.
— Implementation of a comprehensive child care pro
gramme in industrial business and residential areas.
— Removal of all legislation and administrative practices
that discriminate against women by reason of sex or
marriage, or treat women in a paternalistic manner.
It also proposes the setting up of a body which would
have continuing responsibility for the promotion of equal
rights for women. No recommendations were made on
contraception or abortion. The select committee preferred
to leave the question to the royal commission.
June 13: Dr Wall was forced to leave a function he was
attending to mark the opening of the United Women’s
Convention by the actions of a group of women who
objected to his Hospital Amendments Bill.

First Reaction to
&

the United Women's
Convention
W ellington, June 13-15th was cold, very cold. This
may have coloured my interpretation o f the 1975
United W om en’s Convention somewhat, but I think
a slightly numb feeling o f horror would have been
there whatever the weather.
Not that there were no good happenings; W all being
forced to leave by a completely spontaneous show of
wom an’s anger; good feelings o f sisterhood among
the fem inists at the convention and among many o f
the other women attending who obviously enjoyed the
opportunity to discuss crucial issues with a wide
variety o f other wom en.
But certain other aspects left a nasty taste which
remembering the positives can’t remove. Men and
the M edia featured in the rape o f the 1975 United
W om en’s Convention. (Sound familiar?) By allowing
men to participate in the Convention in their usual
roles o f ‘expert’ and interpreter o f women’s affairs via
the media, the conveners destroyed the potential of
an all fem ale convention, which is the shared
experience o f the power and strength o f women who
are, for once, being deemed adequate to organise,
participate and pass on wisdom gained without the
often distorting ‘assistance’ o f men.

One o f the m ost crucial workshops o f the
Convention, ‘W om an and the M edia’ epitomised the
consequences o f the conveners’ decision. The panel
o f eight ‘experts’ contained no less than five men.
There seemed to be a gross lack o f awareness among
the majority o f the panel concerning the complexity
o f factors m aintaining women in their current
disadvantaged state, and more particularly o f the
active role o f the media in this area.
T V l’s new editor told us he just couldn’t believe that
a raised eyebrow and slight sneer when a male
newsreader discussed women’s rights and issues
would have a determining effect on the attitudes of
an eight year old child. He was also o f the opinion

that he was justified in not employing more female
newsreaders since the women of New Zealand would
be the first to complain. W hen asked how he knew
this he cited complaints received about the
‘weathergirls’! The editor of the W ellington Evening
Post is thinking about the question of the W om an’s
Page but wondered where the report of the
Convention would go if there were no such pages. He
looked a little startled when the front page was
suggested as a possible alternative. The inevitable
antagonism engendered between the panel and the
audience prevented constructive discussion and
recommendations emerging from within this
workshop.
,
The irony o f the distortion of the aims o f the
Convention not only in the media coverage of the
event itself, but also within the workshop on Woman
and the Media, must not go unnoticed by the many
women who via several different resolutions
recommended to the plenary session the need to act
to prevent media misrepresentation on woman’s
issues. This irony should also be noted by the
conveners o f the 1977 Convention who (by means of a
nifty, last minute motion put by chairperson, Cath
Tizard) will be the same three women who gave us
1975. The United W om en’s Convention is now firmly
in the hands of the establishment, and if ticket
numbers continue to be limited may well become the
social event o f the season. Feminists must not
however fall into the trap o f only organising
alternative meetings and totally ignoring the
enormous potential for recruitment which was
evident from the large number of women attending
the workshops on ‘Feminism and Socialism’ and
‘Radical Feminism’. The next two years will see a
major step forward in determining the aims and
strategies o f the New Zealand Feminist movement,
and with luck, in Christchurch in 1977, feminists
will convene the majority of workshops at the United
W om en’s Convention.

Sally Casswell

MEN AT THE W OM EN’S CENTRE
Two members discuss the pros and cons
Melody Saar'u
“Sorry, no men allowed.”
My consciousness was raised the other day while working
at the Auckland Women’s Centre when a close friend and
feminist sympathiser came in to say hello. I had to tell
him he wasn’t supposed to be there. Why? Because you’re
a man, and no men are allowed. Something like having
white skin or buck teeth. Naturally he was hurt and
enraged. I had mentioned it in the first place, not to
throw him out, but because I was embarrassed, and I
knew he would be embarrassed by it in future if he didn’t
know.
Ok, so why are there no men allowed? In all fairness I
must say that I was at the meeting when it was first
discussed and was in favour of the policy. We reasoned
that the rule would give us muscle to remove undesirables
and that it was necessary to create an atmosphere in
which distraught women who came in for counselling
would feel unthreatened. This seemed reasonable. I also
suspect that I felt, perhaps like other women there, that
it would make no difference to me personally if men were
discriminated against, in fact I might rather enjoy the
power trip.
I now feel that it is too great an ideological sacrifice to be
making. Poor community relations. And potentially
damaging to our reputation, as we are leaving ourselves
wide open to attack from those who would love to call
us hypocritical.

centre should be more concerned with political change.
Women will not be enlightened as to the meaning of sex
ism if they see that we interpret it as a battle of the
sexes. Distraught women may be happy to hear our
shared experiences of hatred and degradation, but others
will be alienated - those who have been asked to chain
their men friends like dogs to the post outside aren’t
likely to come again, and maybe people like me who are
not proud to be loved for our presumed absence of male
genitalia.
Ideology aside, the difficulties of enforcing such a rule
are potentially numerous. Inconsistency or flexibility of
enforcement I would consider even more grossly unfair
and damaging. So what do you do about the man on
business? Donating a chair or a dollar? Buying a
Broadsheet for his wife? Do we go outside and talk?
What about little boys? At what age do they become
men? Or persons of dubious sexual identity? Also the
inherent antagonism of “no men allowed” seems at
cross-purposes to our stated goals.
Ok, so I’ve had my say. But I keep thinking, shit, one
of these days some chauvinist reactionary reporter’s *
gonna come along and be thrilled at this evidence of how
bitchy and small-minded women really are. “Women’s
Revenge.” Feedback?

Miranda Coates replies:

I mean we identify ourselves with the movement at large
for social change, yet we have effectively limited our
dealings with other movement organizations, and we are
the only ones allowing ourselves the indulgence of big
otry.

I would like to clarify our policy of no men allowed. The
policy is actually no men allowed unless The Centre has
been booked by a feminist group who for various reasons
may want men there. But for us on roster, at meetings or
Socials - definitely no men.

Four types o f men are likely to come into the centre:
those who come on business, those who are friends of
women stopping by, those who are curious or interested
in the centre or in feminism, and those who have come
to create a disturbance. The only persons whose pres
ence seems illegitimate to me are the hasslers. And I’ll
throw them out whether they’re male or female. Seems
to me a lot more honest to say “ we don’t want you here
because you’re creating a disturbance” than “you’ll have
to leave because you’re a man, and no men are allowed”.

The main reason for this is the oppression that women
feel when men are present which inhibits them from
speaking as freely as they should and as The Centre was
started with the main aim of helping women only, it is
necessary that the policy of no men allowed is adopted
and completely accepted, particularly as it has a large
majority supporting it. Personally I’m really glad that
there is one place that I can go to without being hassled
by men (aside from ladies loos !).

So this leaves the only possible justification : that of
creating a women’s refuge for those unbalanced individ
uals who may need a place to hide. This is fair enough.
But women have their bridge parties and men have their
exclusive pubs in the name of refuge, and maybe the

But I’m sure that if the reason were explained to a male
feminist sympathiser, he would naturally accept it with
out anger or hurt feelings. Otherwise he wouldn’t be a
feminist sympathiser - would he ?•! !

Consequences for Centre
The Wall Bill will become effective on September 1.
What is the future of the Auckland Medical Aid
Centre?

hospital seems to be in the range of
$150,000 — $200,000). There is also
no guarantee that the Health Depart
ment would decide to register such a
hospital.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
Last month I wrote about the Wall
Therefore the Clinic will either have to
1. Some groups are already working
Bill on the eve of the third reading. It
work in with an existing private hosp
towards getting the Hospitals Amendwas no surprise that the Bill was passed ital or purchase a hospital. The latter
by Parliament, despite the valiant att
seems the only solution as, unexpected ment Bill repealed.
empts of Dr Finlay and others to appeal ly, it seems that NO private hospitals
2. The passing of the Wall Bill must be
to reason. Opponents of the Bill in
in Auckland, at least, intend to apply
made an election issue. This will em
Parliament did manage to delay the
to be registered within the terms of
barrass most MP s but particularly those
implementation of the Bill till September
Act.
in marginal seats like Mike Moore. Talk
1, to allow time for the Director-Gen
For some years, some private hospitals
about it at election meetings, write
eral of Health to draw up requirements in Auckland and elsewhere have been
letters to national and local newspapers,
for private hospitals wishing to be reg
performing abortions, and while these
take a petition around your electorate
istered under the terms of the Act.
were expensive and required psychia
or just knock on doors and talk. You
In the delay before the final vote on
trists letters etc. it was at least another
could start an effective campaign by
the Bill some MP s had become aware
avenpe of help. It seems that come
leafletting your district explaining the
of the practical implications of the Bill September 1 these hospitals will cease
issues involved. A group of women
becoming law. Some had voted for a
to perform abortions and concentrate
could do this together.
third reading having been assured by
on other types of surgery. This will
3. Support your Values Party candid
clever anti-abortionists that AMAC in
further restrict the availability of abor
ate in your area but check on his/her
its present form and at its present site
tion.
views on this issue and other women’s
would be able to register as a private
It is not at all certain that AMAC will
issues first.
hospital. When AMAC trust members
be able to afford to purchase a private
made public statements that the pass
4. If you are a Labour Party supporter
hospital (the going price for a public
ing of the Bill would mean the closure
n‘Mr Moore is undecided on this issue (abortion law
of the clinic some MP s became conc
erned and thus were receptive to an
reform). He used to be for repeal of the law
amendment delaying the implementation
altogether, i.e. for abortion on demand, but he is
of the Bill, which might have the effect
of enabling AMAC to stay open.
worried by the number of doctors who have come
THE EFFECT OF THE BILL

AMAC as it stands at Gt. South Road
must close. The facilities at the clinic
are not as extensive as those required
of private hospitals e.g. overnight stay
facilities, live-in nursing staff. The
zoning in Remuera does not allow the
centre to even attempt to register as a
private hospital where it stands.

out against this. He feels some reform is necessary
and inevitable but is uncertain how far this should
go. ‘I’m not very concerned about the single girls —
it’s the housewives with sagging bottoms and
varicose veins that I feel sorry for’. ”
. ______________ _____________________ from Broadsheet N o.l. July 1972

agitate within your party to have some
one else selected as Labour Party can
didate for Porirua. Obviously you can
be most effective at this if you happen
to live in Dr Wall’s electorate but signs
of serious discontent within the Lab
our Party with Dr Wall will filter
through and give pause to those select

ing the Labour Party candidate for
Porirua for the next election. >
Porirua has a very large Labour Party
following since it is largely a State
House and working class area. While
it would be difficult to dislodge a
Labour MP, many working class and
solo parent women must be disenchan

Dr. W all turns his Attention
to another Minority Group
cent and hope that they will see how
nonsensical Dr Wall’s amendments to
the Crimes Amendment Bill are. *
Wall proposes that anyone who
“writes or does anything to any person
under the age of 20 years that (leads or
is intended to lead or is likely to lead
that person to believe that homosexual
behaviour is normal); or wilfully pub
lishes or distributes any book, magazine,
Dr Wall, possibly flushed with
periodical, newspaper or other docu
success after seeing the Hospitals
Amendment Bill going through Parlia ment or any film, photograph, or other
ment has proposed some amendments pictorial record, or any sound recording
to the Crimes Amendment Bill. These that leads or is intended to lead or is
are quite extraordinary and totally un likely to lead that person to believe that
homosexual behaviour is normal,” or
workable but with the ignorance and
idiocy of many MP s over the Wall Bill'* “counsels or persuades or invites any
in mind, we can’t afford to be compla person under the age of 20 years to

Dr Wall’s at it again. This
time he’s hitting at
homosexuals — men and
women, as part of his
one-man keep Nêw
Zealand clean campaign.

ted with the reactionary Dr Wall, and
may be receptive to changing their
political affiliation or at least making
it clear that they do not want Dr Wall
representing their interests as he is
clearly incapable of doing.
Sandra Coney.
join any organisation that has as its aims
or one of its aims the propagation or
promotion of the view that homosex
ual behaviour is normal.” is liable to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding
two years.
Dr Wall proposed these amendments
at the Select Committee stage but not
in the exact wording they are now being
presented. The amendments were defeat
ed at the Select Committee Stage, but
nevertheless Dr Wall intends to move
them during the Committee stages of
the BiU in the House.
WHAT YOU CAN DO.
Write to, or visit your MP expressing
your opposition to these amendments»
* The Crimes Amendment Bill legalises
homosexual acts between cohsenting
persons over 20.
For Broadsheet's objections to the
proposed legislation see Broadsheet
No. 24, November 1974.

MS FRIEDAN: I support
International W omen’s Year
because it will be used by
women to move ahead, to .
'finish their unfinished
business of equality,
development and peace. There
has been a movement of
women in Capitalist,
Communist and Third World
countries, and in the United
Nations, to accomplish the
unfinished business of
women’s attainment of her
equality, personhood, full
freedom and her own identity.

MS GREER: We have been
talking today about a world
wide women’s movement, in a
way that I think has been
slightly naive. In most of the
Westernized countries it is
chic to lie feminist, at least to
know the vocabularies, and
most of the governments with
which we will deal know
enough of the acceptable
attitudes to render lip service
to the idea of feminism. To
call that the existence of a
world wide women’s
movement, however, is to
spread more false optimism.

MS GREER: We haven’t
mentioned the word
oppression very much. We
haven’t actually admitted that
the people we’re talking about
are suffering the most brutal
forms of exclusion
from participation in
decision-making at the lowest
levels, even about if their girl
children may learn to read or
whether or not they may have
contraceptive facilities and so
on.

Back in March a UN
conference was held in
New York on the topic
“Men and Women —
the next twenty-five
years.” Men and
women from many
different countries
, attended. Remember
we mentioned that
Elizabeth Reid
represented New
Zealand. We publish
here the only report
we’ve managed to find
of that conference and
excerpts from a
transcript of the
discussion.
“Women and Men : The Next 25 Years”,
was the theme of a United Nations’
seminar held in celebration of Internat
ional Women’s Day on March 7th. Over
500 people attended the all-day affair
that served as a kick-off for the UN
established International Women’s
Year.
Panelists for this seminar represented
a wide spectrum of national origin, phil
osophy and life experience. Jessie Bern
ard, an American Sociologist; Germaine
Greer, Australian feminist and author;
A.R. Jiagge, a judge with the Ghana
High Court of Justice; Marie Langer,
psychoanalyst and author from Argent
ina; Elizabeth Reid, Personal Advisor
to the Prime Minister on Women’s
Issues from Australia; Alvin Toffler,
author of Future Shock; Margaret Bush
Wilson of the NAACP; Prof. Alla Ghenrikhovna Masevich of the Council on
Astronomy, from the USSR; and others
from Sweden, Germany, the United
Kingdom, Iran, India, Mexico, and Gui
nea. Betty Friedan was there too, thou
gh she was not formally invited. The
panel of international speakers answered
questions posed by Oriana Fallaci, wellknown international journalist and
Ghassen Tueni, editor-in-chief and pub
lisher of a daily newspaper in Lebanon.
The general attitude of the partici
pants was one of optimisim for the sig
nificance of International Women’s
Year and a belief in the sincerity of the
UN’s interest in women.
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MS REID: For this whole
country we have pretended
that society is based on a
nuclear family which is the
ideal form of institution to
bring happiness for all those
involved in it, and this is just
a falsehood. In fact, I’m
afraid that unless the women
and men and children and
older people of the world
stand up and have their say,
the whole International
W omen’s Year is going to be
based on the assumption, not
just that women are basically
heterosexually married, but
that they are constantly
lactating or child bearing
and if not, that is certainly
their chief preoccupation.
This is a presumption that is
too often made and which is
reflecting itself in too many
documents coming out this
year. If we’re not careful, we
will find that this year will
become one huge Mother’s
Day.

MS GREER: One of the most
depressing things about this
whole discussion is our
constant reference to a
western paradigm. We are
talking about the world and
the evidence is that the West
has more to learn than it has
to teach. I’d like to point out
just one more staggering
anomaly. We have not once
mentioned China which is
one-third of the future.

MR. TUENI: There is an idea
expressed by Professor Matte
in one of his books that it is
within the limits of the logical
and the possible to undertake,
scientifically speaking,
parthenogenesis, which is to
say that a female egg would

no longer need to be fertilized
through the agency of a
spermatozoan. By using
cryogenic techniques, an
embryo could be produced in
virto without the agency of a
human spermatozoan. Thus,
we could foresee a society
where even to conceive, a
woman could do without the
agency of a man. This is a
scientific possibility. Children
born of female eggs in this
parthenogenic process would
be only female. This would be
a very serious situation of
course. It means that the
future society would be a
society without men, where
women would preponderate
more and more, where women
would bear more women
without our intervention.
MR. MC ROBIE: l would like
to put in a small bleat in
favour of fatherhood. Being a
modest father in .my own way,
I’d always understood that
one of the purposes of the
institution was in fact to
dampen the egocentricity of
both parties. I can’t speak for
women, but I can certainly
speak as far as Western men
are concerned to some extent.
W*unen may find it difficult
enough to deal with men now,
but if the father disappeared
and they had no contact with
him, they’d find it impossible
to deal with him. In other
words, quite seriously, I
believe the egocentricity of
men, which is a fairly marked
characteristic of them, is
dampened by work to a large
extent (if the work is of the
right kind) and diminished to
an even greater extent by
family life. Remove the family
life and heaven help the
women, because the men
would be totally
uncontrollable.

MS. GREER: It’s typical of
the fantasy aspect of this
confrontation that the
question was actually about,
although no one seems to have
grasped it, the possibility of
virgin birth, of
pathenogenesis, which would
mean that all children born
were female and that men,
being genetically
superaeregated, would cease
to exist. That may or may not
Perhaps the most significant parts
be an enchanting prospect. I
of the conference were the two unplann
find it rather more attractive
ed, embarrassing incidents that gave
just now than I would have
those in attendance a glimpse behind
this morning when I got up,
the UN’s public relations cover. Mid
way through the afternoon session it
because the reality we’re
was learned that a woman had been
supposed to be talking about
turned away from the conference be
is not a world where men are
cause she had brought her five-monthgoing to cease to exist, but
old son. The panelists and audience
clearly displayed their disgust by hiss
where women are going to
ing and headshaking, and Greer propos
cease to exist. They’re already,
ed a motion of censure that a fiveas I suggested before, very
month-old human being had not been
badly
dealt with by medicine.
allowed into a UN conference. Shortly
after the commotion, mother and child
Moreover, we know without
were ushered into the conference room
naming countries that there
and were the center of attention.
are several enormous countries
The other moment of truth came
where the mortality rate of
when it was announced that a petition
girl children between the ages
was being presented to the Secretaryof nought and three is rising
General, having been signed by 2,700
by ten per thousand every ten
of the 3,000 UN staff members, about
years. We also know that
the lack of women in policy-making
positions in the Secretariat, and the
when people can choose the
poor record of hiring and promotion of
sex of their children, which .
qualified women at the United Nations.
they could already do, if they
Father Anthony De Souza, S.J., from
have access to a rather simple
India, a consultant for the World
Council of Churches, was given a round
mechanism, they will
of applause for his assertion that it would
probably, given the present
be a mockery if the United Nations
value
system in society, opt for
organized International Women’s Year
men, for boy children. This
and did nothing to correct its own pro
blem of discrimination.
being encouraged because of
The statement of the day came from
course suppression of the
Elizabeth Reid of Australia, a fiery
speaker who equaled Greer in eloquence female is the most efficacious
way of imposing a long term
and sarcasm. Reid suggested that many
women choose not to live with men at
curb on population growth.
all: that they stay single or share their
We are actually sitting here
lives with other women. Yet, she noted,
the conference had centered on a discus discussing the possibility of an
sion of heterosexual marriage, family
all female society when there
life, and sharing roles of men and wo
are girl children starving to
men. Thus, Reid concluded to her
spellbound audience, if we are not care death because of
ful, this International Women’s Year
discriminatory treatment in
could well become one huge Mother’s
the real world. My friends, it’s
Day. Reid brought down the house.
almost more than I can bear.

As usual, the real excitement came
from those few dissidents on the panel
who viewed the United Nations’ efforts
with cynicism and sarcastic bitterness.
Germaine Greer was perhaps the most
witty and eloquent cynic on the panel.
After a long discussion by various
panelists on the need for men and wo
men to share housework, Greer raised
eyebrows, and in a sarcastic tone stated
that she found the idea of a society
where everyone was busy beating the
rugs totally revolting. Her answer was
the abolition of the tyrannical home,
calling the nuclear family a “dead end”.

Reprinted from Majority Report

a

The Heavies Hit IW Y
Sometimes BROADSHEET has felt like a lone voice in criticising IWY, both the
concept and its implementation. Here are the views o f two well known feminists
— Elizabeth Reid and Germaine Greer.

Germaine Greer
LONDON — Despite the fact that all
the nations represented at the United
Nations oppress women in all degrees
and in all manners, many to the point
of slavery and mutilation, and are
truculently uninterested in forfeiting
the privilege, some good guys at the
Secretariat decided that 1975 should
be International Women’s Year.
It is typical of the special brand of
UN Pollyannaism that they did so
regardless of the fact that Secretariat
hir ing policies are grossly discrimina
tory.
W
The decision to have a women’s year
was simply a belated recognition of the
fashionableness of feminism in the West,
whose life-styles dominate the UN selfimage despite their manifest irrelevance
to most o f the people living on the
planet.
Thus women from countries where
the female population is pregnant and
performing unpaid hard labour in the
fields are quite happy to discuss
“marriage or a career” in terms culled
from McCall’s. International Women’s
Year is a simple extension of Madison
Avenue feminism : The agricultural
labourers of Asia and Africa might as
well lay down their hoes and light up a
Virginia Slim.

governments promised cash to the vol
untary fund set up for women’s year,
and of these only 13 have actually part
ed with the money, in derisory sums —
$100,000 from the United States, only
10 times as much as Finland gave. The
total pledged is $1,350,000; the amount
received is $1,209,633.
Next year’s Human Settlement Conf
erence in Vancouver already has mil
lions in hand; the mini-budget of
women’s year is expected to fund six
regional conferences and the inter
national conference in Mexico, from
June 19 to July 2. The failure of the
voluntary fund would have been less
of a disaster if the UN had not “for
gotten” women’s year in drawing up
its own budget; $258,000 was scraped
up out of petty cash.
Women control neither the UN nor
its member governments, nor the
multinational corporations, nor the
purse-strings of nations; nevertheless,
they will be blamed for the debacle of
women’s year. The foolery and
botching of the UN Secretariat will
be taken as evidence that there is no
public concern for the plight of
women.

The UN has no power to force gov
ernments to cease oppressing the
This year, like 1974, will be a time
helpless, and no amount of shopwhen tens of thousands of girl babies
will die because o f discriminatory feed window funding will disguise that fact.
The UN is too fearful of the power
ing practices, when thousands of wo
of
its various blocs to risk offending
men will have their external genitalia
individual governments by so much as
mutilated by custom and hundreds of
thousands will be manipulated and medi motions of censure.
cated and castrated in the service of
Representatives of nations that deny
population control.
women the vote, shackle their legs and
Wars will take their customary toll
veil their faces, where husbands have
of women by slaughter, rapine and
the right to kill their wives, are not
prostitution. In 1975, the United Stat even requested to explain these prac
es will manage not to pass the Equal
tices, especially if they produce (as
Rights Amendment. Women’s chances they always can) tame women dele
of controlling their own fertility will
gates skilled in the showy pro-femin
retreat instead of advancing. Unpertur ist verbiage of UN debate.
bed, the UN will arrange hours of
chatter about “Women: Equality, Dev The consultative committee that
elopment, Peace.”
draws up the World Plan of Action
This year of disgrace began willywas headed by the twin sister of the
nilly; half the UN members had failed
Shah of Iran, Princess Ashraf, whom
to give women’s year even the lip-ser
no one would have dared to offend by
vice of ratification. Only 16 of the 138 asking news of Mehry Manout-
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cherian, Iran’s first woman lawyer,
who resigned her post as a senator be cause Iran’s new passport law
requires a husband’s express permiss
ion before his wife may leave the
country.
Maddeningly, women have not even
the option of ignoring the UN muddle
because there is a real possibility that
antifeminist formulations will creep
into the UN declarations of pious in
tent and there ossify into immovable
definitions.
The callousness of last year’s Populat
ion Plan of Action alerted many women
to the ignorance and frivolity of the
UN’s attitude to half the population
of the world, and their last-ditch strug
gle to humanize the linguistic slopbucket that is the diplomatic doubletalk of the UN was fruitless.
The resolution on “Women and Food”
sponsored by Bangladesh, Egypt, the
United Kingdom and the United States
at the World Food Conference in Rome
last year was principally concerned
with women as feeders of children,
especially by “maximum lactation.”
In a world beset by problems of food
supply and birthrate, the conviction
that women who are not feeding child
ren might as well starve was only
lightly veiled. Women all over the
world are conditioned to eat less than
men, after men have had their fill, but
no UN utterance betrays the least
concern about differential nutrition.
Four of the regional conferences are
on women and population. Women,
damn it, are the population, but
women’s year will not recognize that
fact. It simply carries on where Pop
ulation Year left off. As Elizabeth
Reid, the Australian Prime Minister’s
special adviser on women’s issues
said in the March 7 seminar sedulously
ignored by all the news media except
the UN’s own back-slapping brigade,
women’s year looks like it is “one
long Mother’s Day”.
If women’s year had been properly
planned, adequately funded, and re
search materials prepared in good time,

Photo: United Nations T. Chen
women might have had cause to bless
the day that Helvi Sipila became
Assistant Secretary General for Social
Development and Humanitarian
Affairs. We might then have had accur
ate and comprehensive information
about the half of the world’s populat
ion that is speechless - about its health
its morale, its work load, its contrib
ution to national economies, its work
evaluation, the effects of social and
economic change upon its life-style,
and social status - all the prerequisites
for realistic discussion that we do
not have.
Follow-through studies of women in
population-planning programs, of
women as war casualties, of women
as pressure groups, might have been
undertaken in time to give those
conferring in the various parts of the
world some inkling of what the women
of the world need.
Perhaps some of the 500 million ill
iterate women in the world could have
been given a voice. Some of the hun
dreds of millions of unpaid family
workers might have readjusted our
naive materialistic views about the
importance of being integrated in the
processes of production.
Notwithstanding that none of the

necessary conditions for a successful
International Women’s Year exist,
women are struggling to preventcthe
worst consequences of unlimited
discussion of women’s lives by the
predominantly antifeminist UN.

women into even greater objects of
parody than they are now. It can do
this in a number of ways. But let me
come back to that later on and first
give some idea of what I think the
Year is about.

The question is not now “What do you
expect women’s year to do for you?”
but “What do you fear that it will do
against you?”

I don’t think International Women’s
Year is a year for governments, for
bureaucracies or super-bureaucracies,
but a Year for Women. And what I
mean by that is that it has to be
the women who have their say. It has
to be the women who come together.

Our only way of controlling the situa
tion is, in the way of UN egregious
ness itself, to work for women’s year,
and to swallow our gall in appearing
to support it.
Germaine Greer, author of “The
Female Eunuch”, wrote this article
for The New York Times.

Elizabeth Reid
My big fear about IWY is that it is
going to be a backwards year for wo
men. I think that if we are not really
very very careful, it could put
back the progress that the older wo
men’s groups have been fighting
for decades, and the younger
women’s groups have been fighting
for almost a decade. It could turn
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It seems to me that women have two
choices in the course of this Year.
One is to come together and to say:
“We’re tired of you making political
capital out of us, and we’re tired of
being pushed out of the work force
and bullied around, and we’re tired of
being invisible in the social context.
What we are asking for is the follow
ing.” And I think the women have to
come out and make this statement
and ensure that men listen to them
and not just tune off or change the
subject. But for men to listen to
women, women have to say things that
can be listened to, and not just moan,
or make exaggerated statements that
don’t really get to problems. Women
will have to begin to be articulate
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set aside from the important things
in the world - so that a split was made
between problems about the law of the
sea, problems about resources, dipl
omacy, about disarmament, about the
air waves and so on - and problems
about women! People have to realise
that women just aren’t something sep
arate from all these things, but in fact
are and should be deeply involved, since
every decision taken about these
things will affect women as much as
men.

about what they want. They have to
begin to understand political realities,
the world of politics and bureaucracies.
The second option that’s open to wo
men is to say, “This Year has brought
home to we women that we are effect
ively powerless, and the way we are
going to express that is by absolutely
boycotting the Year. We refuse to par
ticipate because nobody listens to us
when we talk; we have no say in the
decisions being made, and worse still,
our Year, IWY, is being used as politic-,
al football, at the national, local, and
international level.” It seems to me
that those are the two options that
face women in IWY and it seems to
me that that’s what IWY is about.
The Year could be really damaging and
harmful for example, if a political foot
ball was made out of the “Women’s
Year,” if, for example, a plan was
drawn up for women, which govern
ments or others took to be a blueprint,
so that people were then in a position
to tick off items on it and say “oh well,
we’ve done all there is for women, now
we can get on to rates, or the sewage
programme, or the environment, what
ever the next issue is.”
The Year could be extraordinarily harm
ful for women if in the course of this
Year the separatism which has been
their natural lot up till now is reinfor
ced - and by that I mean if women are

The only way we’re going to get any
where in IWY is to set ourselves an
In the short and the long run, there’s
impossible task. And that impossible
very little point in reform without a
task is to change the attitudes that
change in perceptions. In fact all that
exist in the minds of every single
does is diffuse the anger, make women
person: woman, man and child think they’re getting somewhere, make
towards women. To change the attit
us think we’re winning, make us think
udes that exist in societies towards
we’re being accepted as full human
women, to change the way people talk
beings in this world. There’s no point
about women, to change basic behav
in reform without the other; but there’s
ioural responses that exist the minute
no doubt whatsoever, just looking around
a woman walks into a room. The
the world, that many of the things
problems women face are not just a
women are asking for are desperate
list of discriminatory legislation, or a
needs and have to be satisfied and ful
list of unequal rights - but something
filled. On the other hand, many of
much deeper. This morning I saw a
the demands women are making are
film on Dubai... and the overwhelming just straightforward demands for just
thing that came out of that was that
ice, like a rate for the job, not a rate
in that particular tribe, in that part
for your sex, in the work force.
icular area of the world, women were
That’s a simple basic demand based on
thought of basically and totally as
principles of equity and justice. But
possessions. They were the property
we cannot ignore the fact, if you look
of men; and this was so crude that their at the whole history, we haven’t got
bodies were badly maltreated, in fact
anywhere by incremental reforms.
subjected to incredible agony and tor
Take the women’s movement here in
ture, just because they were seen in the
the States, for example. 1848 was the
folklore, in the prehistoric conscious
first women’s rights conference, and
ness of that tribe as property. And
apart from the vote, and apart from the
the women that I saw this morning
language in which that manifesto was
speaking in this film didn’t even begin
couched, the demands today are exact
to understand that that was the root
ly the same! We haven’t got anywhere!
cause of their problem. They com
And, yet, decade after decade, year
plained that they didn’t go hunting.
after year, women make these little
They complained that they didn’t go
steps forward, policies change, new
raiding. They complained they spent
policies are implemented, little reforms
all their day milling soghum and carry
are given to them, and yet that’s no
ing water, but it hadn’t even struck
real progress. We’re really right back
them that a basic cultural belief in that
pre-1848. So what I do say is that
tribe was that women were property.
while we push ahead with the reforms
we have to undertake the almost Her
‘ Women were objects. Different from
culean task of changing perceptions,
and indeed lesser than men. Women
of attitudinal change.

And since the fundamental and life-giving cell of human society
remains the family, according to the very plan of God, woman
will preserve and develop, principally in the family community, in
full co-responsibility with man, her task of welcoming, giving and
raising life, in a growing development of its potential powers.
To all those collaborating in the preparation of International
Women’s Year in the most worthy purpose of strengthening ever
more the dignity and mission of woman, we indicate as a solid
point of reference the figure of the Blessed Virgin.
Pope Paul from the Vatican, 6 November 1974, published in the IWY
Bulletin No. 3, January 1975.
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have to start realizing that in their own
individual lives, in what we might call
our private or home lives, these same
attitudes lie at the base of a lot of their
problems, as much as they do in their
work force lives, in their lives in their
society, or tribe or culture or what-have
you. And it has its manifestations in a
wide range of things, ranging from what
we now call, in the western countries,
cultural aspects such as literature and
art, right through to crass indicators of
it such as our economic role, through to
much subtler behavioural responses.

I

CANADA
"IW Y is not going to turn
Canada into Amazonia"
In previous issues we’ve looked at IWY in New
Zealand and Australia. ANDREE LEVESQUE
OLLSEN of the Dunedin Collective for Women sent
this report back from Canada, where she is presently
lecturing in History at the University of Ottawa.
At least in its outward manifestations,
from posters, advertisements, open
line programmes etc ... IWY is omni
present throughout Canada right now.
A well-orchestrated publicity camp
aign has sensitised the population not
only to women per se, but to discrim
ination against women. IWY is the
theme of about every conference and
convention being held this year.* It
is also the subject of public lectures,
seminars conducted by trade unions,
universities and other organisations.
One reads full-page adverts in the news
papers, hears them on television, sees
numbers of documentaries devoted to
women. Much of this campaign is
financed by the government.

Financial Aspect
To understand how the money is all
ocated, one must remember that Can
ada has a federal system of govern
ment: the central government, in
Ottawa, deals tyith certain matters; the
ten provinces, with others. Since the
United Nations initiated IWY, the Fed
eral government took the initiative in
outlining Canada’s contribution to it.
IWY was quite timely for Canada: the
1968 Royal Commission on the Status
of Women presented its report in 1970
and since then organisations have been
set up to work towards women’s rights
and against discrimination. The ground
was already prepared, so to speak, and
this may be why IWY was not a year
for the glorification of woman and wo
manhood (see Broadsheet, May 1974
pp 8-10) but for women’s rights from
the start.
As early as December 1973, the Federal
Cabinet approved a special federal
programme, for 1975 and allocated
$5Can. million, or $3.6NZmillion for
IWY. This is .25Can per capita (or .18
NZ). [According to Broadsheet, May
1975, New Zealand is spending .02NZ
per capita and Australia .14 per capita].
Half this amount, or $2.5 Can. million,

went to the Secretary of State to
provide extra granting funds for exist
ing women’s organisations, native wo
men and cultural programmes. The
other $2.5Can. million went to a newly
created IWY Secretariat which reports
to the Minister responsible for the Stat
us of Women (a man, one has to admit.
There are only nine women in the
House of Commons). This secretariat
funds projects national in scope, sub
mitted by organisations or individuals.
Here one has to distinguish between
IWY-only projects and on-going prog
rammes to improve the status of women:
both kinds receive IWY monies.

papers showed pictures such as these:
an all-male board of directors and the
question: why no woman at the top?
Or a little girl playing nurse and the
question: why does she choose to be
a nurse instead of a doctor or an eng
ineer? By the pictures, and address to
write to for additional information and
“Why Not?” buttons and stickers - all
free of charge. (If any of you want
more information on Canada’s IWY, or
some Why Not? buttons, write to:
IWY Secretariat, Ottawa, KIA OA3).
—$500,000Can. ($360,000NZ) for a
variety of “flexible programmes” for
the provinces and territories, that is t
the provinces and territories have con
trol over these funds.
— a 16mm. film on the history of the
women’s movement in Canada in both
official languages.
—two surveys, one in December 1974
and one in December 1975, to estab
lish current attitudes of men and wo
men in Canada towards the status of
women, and if it has changed between
those two dates.

— various research papers and confer
ences including a national conference
of “senior decision-makers in private
enterprise, unions, media, education,
the volunteer sector and governments
to examine the changing role of women
and the most effective ways of achiev
Over and above distributing these grants, ing full and equal integration of women
in various fields of Canadian life”.
the Federal Government has urged the
— a contract for the study of “visible
Departments to give priority to wom
minority” women, specifically non
en’s programmes in allocating their
white Canadian women.
own funds. This concerns particularly
the Departments of Manpower and
— a monthly bilingual newsletter acting
Immigration, of Labour, and of Nat
as an information exchange for all
ional Health and Welfare who have set
IWY activities. It is free and now has
up special funds for IWY.
a circulation of 40,000.

IWY Secretariat
Since the IWY Secretariat, attached to
the Privy Council, was created espec
ially for this year, here are some of its
programmes:
Publicity campaign. To quote the Gov
ernment, this is a “national general
awareness campaign with the aim of
challenging people to rethink their
concepts about women’s roles in society
through all the various information
media. Concretely, this means that
someone, somewhere has come up with
the slogan: “Why Not?” “ Pourquoi
Pas?” meaning: why aren’t women
equal? This slogan has been much
criticized: men took it as a form of
soliciting ... Some women think it
rather cruel.. After all, we all know
why not: we’ve been discriminated
against and exploited. Still, the intention was good and it caught on. Fullpage adverts in all the main daily
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As for the Federal Government itself,
it is still studying an Omnibus Bill
which would amend eight statues
which discriminate against women
such as the Pension Plan
and the Citizenship Act. It
seems that this will be passed before
the end of the session.

Provincial Contributions
The five million dollars mentioned
above was for national programmes:
these have been supplemented by prov
incial projects financed by the provin
ces. Here are a few:
— Saskatchewan, population about
950,000, has allocated $80,000Can.
(or $57,600NZ, that is .057 per capita)
for groups and individual projects. It
is also running an essay contest on IWY
in its schools, at the various levels.
— Ontario is giving a maximum amount
of $l,000Can ($720NZ) for each pro
ject. Besides this, government represent-

tatives will be meeting with labour and
management representatives to ask
them to assist in programmes for wo
men in the labour force. This will be
followed by a reunion, late in 1975, to
assess its achievement.
—Alberta, besides funding various pro
grammes, has just seen the first reading
of a Bill which will allow parents to
give both their surnames to their
children.
— Quebec, Ontario, British Columbia
and Newfoundland have shown concern
for sex-role stereotyping in schools and
in books and are conducting studies of
those. Education falls into the realm
of the provincial governments, hence
their responsibility in the area of sexroles. B.C. has a Provincial Advisory
Committee on Sex Discrimination in
Public Education. The Ontario Status
of Women Council has published a pos
ter and a booklet called “ About Face:
Towards a Positive Image of Women in
Textbooks.”
— Ontario, Quebep, Saskatchewan,
Prince Edward Island have a Status of
Women Council which is independent
from IWY but which looks after IWY
programmes for the provinces.
— In Quebec, the Council for the Status
of Women%as been very active in pro
viding documentation, making recom
mendations on equal employment
(more important than equal pay. Que
bec was the first province to pass equal
pay legislation over ten years ago, but
this has been largely ineffective), antidiscrimination legislation, and is setting
up something called Action-Femme.
This is a referral-information-grievances
centre. Its office and documentation
centre is opened to anyone and one
can call them toll-free from anywhere
in the province. The staff will put you
in contact with lawyers, doctors, other
women etc ... Quebec’s projects also
include a bibliography on women
compiled by the Quebec National Lib
rary, two Women Centres/Half-way
House, financial aid to a large Women’s
Art Exhibition, films for educational
television, etc... The Equal Opportuni
ty Act to be passed by the provincial
legislature would be one of the most
progressive pieces of legislation in the
country.

for the Secretary of State and the Min
ister responsible for the Status of Wo
men (who has been making very pos
itive public pronouncements on the
injustice of abortion laws) women are
in key positions. I haven’t come across
any clause asking for the presence of
men on the various projects and I know
for a fact that many projects have no
men on them.
There is a definite middle-class tinge in
all IWY publicity and the women who
are the most responsive are probably
middle-class women. When we are re
minded that only 2% of all working
women earn $10,000 a year while
15% of men earn over that amount, we
are not speaking to the average woman.
Same whenwe ask why there are no
women on the board of directors. The
accent is on integrating women in Can
adian society, while some of us would
not want to be “integrated” into a soc
iety we disapprove of. IWY is reform
ist; we can’t expect the United Nations
or the government to pour millions to
sow the seeds of revolution. Still, the
fact remains that women are being
made aware of their conditions, or to
use a cliche, are having the conscious
ness raised. Maybe we’ll have to be
more equal, more integrated even, be
fore we’re in a position to challenge the
whole “system”.

active, could use a much bigger budget.
Contraceptives are not free. Tubal lig
ations are not always easy to obtain.
Women often have to go in front of a
board, like for an abortion, and plead
their case.
2) Abortion laws are similar to New
Zealand. Hospitals may set up a board
to which a woman has to request an
abortion. Hospitals are not compelled
to have such a board which means that
in strong Catholic areas, such as Quebec
most hospitals don’t even have a board
to study requests for abortion. Conse
quently, the non-religious or non-Catholic hospitals that have such a board
are overworked and have long waiting
lists. The situation is somewhat hypo
critical because women can easily go
to New York State, if they don’t live
too far from the border, and get an
abortion there at clinics which advert
ise in Canada, and have their abortion
refunded by Quebec medical insurance!
— Free Child Care Centres. This ser
vice varies from province to province,
but it is far from general. In Quebec,
free child care is limited to those who
earn $7,000Can. ($5,040NZ) or less
a year. This tends to eliminate child
ren of families where both parents work
so that free child care is in fact limited
mainly to solo parents. Others have to
pay $6 or $7 a day. Ontario is much
more generous and has many more
child care centres.
Canadian women are far from political
equity or integration in the political
system. There are only nine women in
the Canadian House of Commons out
of 264 members. Quebec has only one
woman out of 110 members of its Nat
ional Assembly; Ontario has five. The
North West Territories have the largest
proportion of women: three out of
12 seats.

Surveys will attempt to measure chang
To gauge what is actually being done
es of attitudes before and after IWY,
this year, we have to return to some
but legislation will provide a concrete
basic points the women’s liberation
test. If anti-discrimination and equal
movement has been fighting for all al
opportunity laws are enacted and have
ong: equal pay and opportunity, con
teeth in them, women will have gained
trol over our body, free child care
something. So far, there is much pub
centres, eradication of sex-role stereo
licity, much talking and research and
typing.
all these are steps in the right direction
— Equal pay. Despite various legislation but Canada did not invent feminism
this is far from being achieved. Canad
and does not aim at revolution. Never
ian women are paid $7Can. billion ann
theless, while aiming for reforms, it
ually less than men in identical jobs!
may foster greater radicalism when wo
IWY Will Not Turn Canada Into
Those jobs are often labelled differently men realise the depth of their exploit
Amazonia
ation. All this publicity is bringing
but are basically the same. Women are
still fewer than 25% of union members.
it out in the open.
If Canada, the various provinces and
Even in government corporations such
territories, seem to be doing a lot for
as the CBC, women earn about 25%
women’s rights this year, there is still
less than male employees and are less
* I recently walked into a hotel where
no reason to feel complacent, Canada’s
Local X of the International Union of
likely to be promoted to management
efforts have been criticised at home
Machinists was holding its annual con
positions.
and from various quarters. Before
vention. The theme was IWY, but I
dealing with these criticisms, I should say — Control Over Our Body. 1) Contra^
couldn’t see any woman trade-unionisl
ceptives and family planning. Family
that the whole programmes were pretty
in sight.
planning organisations, although quite
much in the hands of women. Except
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HALF A LOAF
JULIE THOMPSON discusses
the factors mitigating against
women's fuller participation
in the workforce.
Each year an increasing number o f married women join
the workforce in N.Z. In 1951 9.7% o f married women
were in employment outside the home, and by 1971,
this had increased to 32.3%. Despite this increase, how
ever, most married women (67.7%) did not have employ
ment outside the home.
There are a number o f reasons fo r this. The first is o f
course that not all women can see enough m erit in the
hassle involved in an outside job, nor can find enough
satisfaction in the job itself to make the e ffo rt worth
while. However, in the light o f a continuing debate on
the payment o f housewives fo r housework, discussion on
the implications o f financial dependence w ithin marriage,
and the literature on the effect o f isolation and lone
liness on housewives today, it is im portant to examine
the ways in which society makes it d iffic u lt fo r a
married woman to take up employment outside the home.

and withdraw from the labour force. They then do not
try to enter the wide range o f occupations that could
be open to them.
“ Could be open” is the key. There is a great deal o f data
to give evidence that even when women do have the
requisite qualifications they do not get jobs. (3)
However job discrimination in N.Z. is another story.
Overall, it must be concluded that the formal schooling
received by females often prepares them better fo r the
role o f housewife than fo r the business world.
However preliminary data from an Auckland study (4)
reveals that many housewives find the tasks which are
considered to be “ her job” become a source o f strain.
One o f the im portant factors is the lack o f choice a
housewife has about her work, and the conditions o f
social isolation under which she does i t Many women do
not enjoy the work on which they spend most o f their
time, and fo r which they have had a life long preparation,
and are conditioned to enjoy.
A fter a period in the home many women begin to look
to outside work fo r social contact However there are
structural constraints preventing women from freely
participating in society again.
I feel that my personal discontentment is in being
housebound. My fam ily aged 3%, 5 and 7 are
more independent each day and I feel that after
several years o f bottles, nappies, babies, etc, I
have too much time on my hands. I am consider
ing part-time work to allow me to meet others
and get out o f the house. I t would have to be
part-time though. I don’t want the children to
suffer from i t ” ( 5 ) ;

EDUCATIONAL AND QUALIFICATIONAL
DEFICITS
Women do receive less formal education than do men
and have fewer qualifications. When applying fo r jobs
women often find they do not have the necessary qual
ifications fo r job promotion or to apply fo r any job out
side a limited range o f occupations.
In 1969 there were almost equal proportions o f males
and females aged 15 and 16 at educational institutions,
but the proportion o f females is 70% that o f males by
age 17, and this drops to under 40% by the age o f 20.
As a consequence the level o f educational attainment
fo r women is lower.
Table 1
Levels of attainment for females at Secondary School in percent
ages - 1969. (1)
1970
1967
1961
Level of Attainment
Endorsed School Certificate
University Entrance
Higher School Cert
ificate
University Scholarship

5.2
7.6

9.0
9.9

11.0
14. T

3.5
0.1

4.7
0.1

3.7
0.1

In N.Z. there is. a higher female participation rate in the
labour force in the 15-19 year age group than in Sweden,
Australia or the U.S.A. By 25-29 years, however, our
participation rate is lower than in those countries. Sutch
notes (2) that more N.Z. women leave school to become
shop assistants, factory and office girls. W ithout the
education or qualifications necessary to participate in
more skilful occupations, women tend to get married

(1) Material from I.L.O. Yearbook quoted in Sutch, W. B., 1973
Women With A CAuse, N.Z. University Press, P. 165-166.
(2) Ibid

A Woman Feels Guilty As A Result of What
People Expect Of JHer
This woman shares the guilt many women are taught to
feel when we leave our children. An overseas authority
claims that there are “ strong psychological reasons fo r
discouraging the separation o f mother and child during
infant years.” (6) Opinions like this have affected the
attitudes o f both males and females. As a result a woman
is often less able to put her child in daycare and go out to
work, or be free fo r the day. Undue attention has been
paid to such comments. This is because it is in the inter
ests o f society that a woman should stay at home and
look after her own children. (7) Attention should be
given to work which critically examines the effect on
children o f childcare by people other than the mother.

(3) Women in Higher Education submitted by the Inter-Univer
sity Committee for Sex Equality in Education to the Select
Committee on Women's Rights of the House of Representatives
N.Z. , January 1974.
(4) Thompson, J., 1974. Her Marriage and Role Strain.
Unpublished.
(5) Ibid. p. 25
(6) World Health Organisation Monograph Series No.2. 1951.
Maternal Care and Mental Health
(7) Pompei, E. "Wages for housework" in Women: A Journal
Of Liberation, Vol.3., No.3.
.
Benston, M., 1969. "The Political Economy of Women's
Liberation" Monthly Review Sept. p. 13-27.
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(8) This points to the fact that such care can be even
more satisfactory than 24 hour care by the mother.
“ I think there may be a double standard applied
by society to women’s working or staying at home
with children. Society may not approve o f the
career mother , but it respects her more. I am
arguing that this should be so. But there should
be less pressure on her to feel either guilty fo r
having a job or witless fo r not having a job.” (9)

Both apply at present. A married woman functions in
terms o f contradictory expectations. Recent theories
o f juvenile delinquency and family breakdown associate
the mother working with causes o f delinquency (10).
However there are studies which refute this (11). Etaugh
(12) and Stolz (13) were unable to find any study which

(8) Etaugh, C., 1974. "Effects of Maternal Employment on
Children: A Review of Recent Research."
Merrill-Palmer Quarterly March
Casler, 1961 "Maternal Deprivation: A Critical Review of the
Literature". Monog. Soc. Res. Child Dev. 26
(9) Thompson J. Op. Cit. p. 25.
(10) Goode, W. J., 1971. "C ivil and Social Rights of Women"
in The Other Half: Roads to Women's Inequality (Eds)
Epstein & Goode.

dealt with the psychological effects o f maternal employ
ment on infants.

Childcare Facilities
Even if a woman overcomes society’s attitude toward her
working or leaving her children, she will find that there
are totally inadequate facilities fo r her to leave her child
in. This presents a second barrier to a woman hoping fo r
a break from the home w itho ut her children.
An examination o f the inadequacy o f pre-school facilit
ies in N.Z. points to an underlying attitude that women
who bear children should rear them. The Committee o f
Inquiry into Pre-School Education in New Zealand (14)
assumes throughout its report that it is the mother who
is always with the child. This at once reflects and re
inforces the norm.

(11) Riege, M.G. 1972 "Parental Affection and Juvenile Delin
quency in Girls" The British Journal o f Criminology v.12
P.55-73.

(12) Etaugh Op. Cit.
(13) Stolz, L.M., 1960 "Effects of Maternal Employment on
Children: Evidence from Research" Child Development vol. 31
p. 749-782.
(14) Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Pre-School
Education. Dept, of Education 1971 N.Z.
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Photo : Angela Middleton
Perhaps partially as a result o f this attitude, day-care in
N.Z. is totally inadequate. Childcare is inadequate
because o f lack o f quality and lack o f quantity. Most
facilities are custodial not educational. And do not
provide full time day-care. Several sessions may be run
for each child per week, either morning or afternoon,
but not both. In addition both playcentres and kinder
gartens tend to conform to secondary school terms. As
a result women are restricted to part-time work which
gives them time o ff fo r school holidays, and are not
easily able to find employment which gives it. Child
care is also inadequate because o f the cost. This averaged
between $7 and $8 per week in 1971. If a woman does
not have the full support o f her husband or if she is a
solo parent, she may find it d ifficu lt to afford this
money. Child-care is also inadequate because it cannot
cater fo r all children who require it. In 1972 there were
an estimated 35,000=40,000 pre-school children of
working mothers in N.Z. (15). Pre-school education
was available to only one child in three. There is a
need to see full day care nurseries and kindergartens as
part o f the comm unity service with state support, and
the committee recognises this. However the sort of
service the committee foresees will still effectively prevent
women from significantly changing their positions with
regard to employment, or time away from their children.

“ It is a matter of providing a service which is an
extension o f the home, which involves the parents

(15). N.Z. Labour Party. 1972 Policy Study Group. "New
Approaches to Community in N.Z." Labour Party Mono
graph One p. 15.

and which supports them in providing the con
ditions which promote growth in breadth as well
as development in depth.” (16)
Some Would argue that a woman participating in her
child’s development at playcentre or kindergarten is in
volved in a social activity. However she is still acting
the role expected o f her as childrearer. This does not
change her role expectations, the expectations by others
or her, increase her financial independence, nor give her
a choice o f engaging in some alternative activity.
We must have full daycare which is totally respons
ible fo r the child w ithout the qualifying necessity o f
parental involvement. Therefore daycare facilities
must be extended, under government finance, and
society’s attitude toward women functioning outside
o f the home changed.

The Employment Opportunity Structure
I have not come across any studies which look at
the psychological effects o f financial dependence;
However, it is true that power and authority lie
with the class that has the money. As long as
women remain in a financially dependent position
a cycle will be perpetrated whereby they have the
status o f dependents.

(16)
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Report Pre-School Education Op. cit. p.27.

A third immediate structural block o f women’s
ability to leave the isolated conditions o f the home
is the present structure o f pay awards and job
opportunity. The present d iffic u lty fo r women
wanting to find outside work in order to escape
the isolation o f the house is the lack o f part-time
employment. Part-time work should be available
with equal pay, equal earning opportunityy (i.e.,
there should be no classification o f jobs on the
basis o f sex, or married status,) and with a career
emphasis b u ilt in.

while 42% o f the workforce in U.S. are women, this
has not substantially changed the position o f women.
They still return home to complete their second job
o f housewife. Cooking, cleaning, putting children to
bed, etc, must be done once a woman is “ o ff the
job” . Many women are too exhausted to keep up
these two jobs unless their husbands choose to help
them. Often they have to give up a job which
they view-as their means to sanity and contact with
the outside world. Women are too often totally
dependent on the goodwill o f their men fo r every
move they wish to make. Any changes which would
begin to alter these conditions are radical.

However in April 1974 the figures fo r male and
female workers in New Zealand were as follows:
Table 2

Total Number o f Workers in N.Z. (17)

Males
Females

Part-time

Full-time

33,542
88,147

576,605
269,227

Julie Thompson

Females were in and needing part-time employment
almost three times as often as men. It is highly
probable that many more positions are needed. This
is because o f the role that married women are
expected to play in the home, and because o f the
situation o f the solo mother. Both are affected by
the lack o f day-care facilities. While we demand
childcare facilities, we need to seek a change in the
employment structure so that part-time work fo r
males and females is the norm.

International Womens Year
Womens Festival - Hamilton
Claudelands Showgrounds
6 p.m. Thurs 3rd July - 5 p.m. Sun 6th July
Featuring :
The Diversity of Women in Our Society

There are glaring anomalies in wages paid to females
and males which prevent a woman attaining financial
independence as early as a man.
Table 3

Average Ordinary Time
time (18)

Males
Females

$86.10
$59.98

Table 4

Average HoursWorked
Rate (19)

Males
Females

37.9
36.4

Admission 50c

Weekly Earnings Full-

Women Only
Weekly/ Average Hourly

3 Week Study Tour of

$2,280
$1,650

PEOPLE’S CHINA (A New World)

Obviously much o f the above relates to payment
fo r different occupations; and margins for skill would
be a consideration. However, given the job reclass
ification that is defusing the impact o f equal pay at
present, it must be seen as part o f a structure which
prevents women becoming financially independent,
especially if they have children
Table 5
Males
Females

4th Nov - 23rd November, 1975
VISITING :
KWANGCHOW (Canton)
PEKING
SIAN

Average Weekly Wage Full Time, Part Time,
Overtime Combined.
$96.33
$54.54

CHENGCHOW
KWEILIN

However while changes in the opportunity structure
are fundamental to changes in the position o f women
in N.Z. society, women will not so easily escape the
role o f housewife. Mitchell (32) points out that

APPLY to NZ CHINA SOCIETY
Tour Committee
P.O. Box 3460
Auckland., 1.

(17) Department of Labour, 1974. Half Yearly
Survey April. Research and Planning Division.
(18) Department of Labour, 1974. Wage and Employment
Trends April.
Research and Planning Division
(19) Ibid.
(20) . Ibid.
(21) Mitchell, J., 1966 Women’s Estate Penguin Gt. Britain
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How it started
Last winter several feminist groups here in Christchurch
talked a good deal about the necessity fo r a woman’s
Centre: a place o f refuge providing temporary accommo
dation fo r women and children leaving violent and oppre
ssive domestic situations, and a sanctuary fo r women to
be together, share ideas and problems and support one
another.
Women from SHE, Radical Feminists and University
Feminists searched fo r an appropriate dwelling and a
house was found in a central area o f the city. One woman
drew up the Women’s Centre Lease and negotiations were
completed with the landlord.
The first Women’s Centre meeting quickly established
that this was a centre only fo r women and that all main
tenance and alterations would be handled by women.
With plenty o f womanpower our first working weekend
at the Woman’s Centre accomplished several tasks. We
removed a wall so that a large room would be available
fo r meetings. Most o f the house was painted, the garden
dug and vegetables planted.
Shortly after the Women’s Centre opened in August,
the landlord offered us the other half o f the house fo r a
reasonable rent. This meant that the centre could operate
successfully on two levels - one house fo r temporary
accommodation fo r women in distress and the other
house fo r a social centre and meeting place fo r women.
A t the first few meetings at the Woman’s Centre we
talked a lo t about ways o f raising money fo r rent and
other expenses. We have adopted a system o f pledges
from individuals and organisations. Most people pledge
one dollar per week and we try to encourage people to
remember their pledge rather than relying on reminder
notices which are both time consuming and costly. We
require $140 per month fo r rent alone and monthly
pledges usually cover this. The Christchurch Branch o f
NOW pays our telephone rental.
If the Women’s Centre is to realistically operate as a
place where women can call fo r help and support at any
time, we feel it is necessary to ensure there is always a
woman at the Centre. We decided on a roster system
whereby women could arrange to be at the Centre at
certain times. A t times this worked well, but there were
often periods when no-one was at the centre.
Jo and Phil are now living at the Centre and Jo is
employed as a Community Volunteer co-ordinating
Women’s Centre activities with support from other
women.
Since the Centre opened we have kept a daily account
o f happenings. Women on the roster usually write in the
day book what has been happening. This serves as a re
cord fo r women dealing with a particular case and also .
keeps Centre women in communication. Over the last
10 months we have been able to offer assistance and
support to probably over 100 women and children.
Most return to the same oppressive domestic situation
after a short break at the Women’s Centre. A few how
ever, have left their husbands and have attempted to
make a new life fo r themselves, painful though it often is.
We realise that the Women’s Centre is just treating the
symptoms o f male-dominated society by providing refuge
to women.
We realise the great need fo r changes in attitudes and
expectations placed on women in our society. Thus there
are groups o f women using the woman’s centre to raise
their awareness o f feminism.
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The first Women’s Centre
Christchurch about a year a<
women involved in the Worn
lems and rewards of underta
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CENTRE

A place to come together
To me the Women’s Centre is a focal point fo r feminism
in our city, a place where women can come together to
discuss and act on feminist ideas. Before we had the
centre I had this insecure feeling that our feminist groups
could die out. We were very separate and didn’t get
together or support each other much before. Now there
are still suspicions between us and even new divisions,
but at least they can be faced more now and talked out
as we have a place to come together.
We are trying to combine many functions in one building
really, and this leads to quite a few problems. As well
as a meeting, contact and action centre for feminists, we
aim to provide a refuge and referral centre fo r any women
in need. Some o f us see it as more one thing than another
and this can cause conflict, though there is no reason
why anyone should not be involved in one aspect o f the
Centre more than the others.
The problems o f conflicting aims are sorted out as they
arise. For example, one night recently we planned to
have a communal meal at the Centre, followed by a
meeting to discuss organisation. But there were a lot of
people staying at the Centre, and it was very hard to use
the large meeting room and adjoining kitchen as women
staying there were getting tea fo r their kids and bathing
them. We all ended up tripping over each other, changing
rooms, and generally feeling awkward. The whole
communal eating thing, which is a really good way o f
bringing us all together, was spoiled. We fe lt disappointed
because we knew how good it had been other times to
share a meal together.
The meeting was really awkward too because we really
needed to discuss a couple o f the women staying there
but couldn’t as they were either in the room or walking
in and out. I t ’s really hard because you end up divided
into “ them” and “ us” very easily - with “ us” (the people
who “ run” the place) sitting around talking about
“ them” (the people who stay there).
We decided at this meeting to reorganise things so that
people staying at the Centre use a separate kitchen and
living room as a rule , so that the meeting room is always
free when needed. Also it was decided to lim it the number
o f people staying there to 8. We could pack a lo t more in
if it was just a matter o f floor space, but it is more a
•matter o f how much emotional energy and time is avail
able and o f really helping people rather than just giving
them food and shelter. You need to spend so much time
just listening to them, helping them sort out alternatives,
helping them to get benefits, separation agreements, non
molestation orders and houses.

for feminism
jge for
l need.

Also we feel we must lim it the number o f people taking
refuge at the Centre so that the other functions o f the
Centre are not limited and interrupted. We need to keep
clear in our minds what we want to achieve by having a
Women’s Centre, and what our priorities are. I feel that
it is good to include a refuge centre in the place, but that
our main aim should be to change our society, not just
to patch up its victims and send them back to the same
old situations. To turn people away who need help
sounds heartless, but we have to recognise that we can’t
help everyone, and the fact that we turn people away at
times because we are full up will hopefully spur other
people on to setting up more refuge centres. There’s
certainly a great need fo r them. But if we found we had
to postpone meetings because our* meeting room floor
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City Council fo r some assistance, and also fo r a grant
from International Women’s Year funds. One hopeful
sign is that another Women’s Centre is being started in
another suburb in Christchurch - it won’t be a refuge
centre at first but w ill be a place where the women in
that area can get together to discuss common problems
and help each other.

about other people and to be willing to listen and give
support. Another need is for help in maintaining the
place - gardening, mowing lawns, cleaning up. Also we
need odd things like gardening tools - a lawn mower
would be a help as we have to keep borrowing one at
the moment. And if you just want to drop by and have
a chat - please do - i t ’s your Centre.

We could certainly welcome any help with our own
Centre from any woman reading this article and feeling
we are worth supporting. We need money, obviously.
We also need women to go on the roster - you don’t need
to be a trained counsellor - you just need to be concerned

Our address is:

249 Kilmore Street
Christchurch
Phone 79-702
Diane

The Refuge Centre
This part is specifically on the refuge centre and could
be called “ hints fo r beginners in the refuge centre bus
iness” . When we first opened as a refuge place in Sept
ember last year, things were rather slow fo r quite a while.
The danger here is that people on the roster become dis
couraged when they sit at this place fo r three hours or so
and they get no phone calls or knocks on the door though
they’re just dying to help someone. A fter a few days o f
this they often decide that no one really wants helping
anyway so they don’t turn up to be on the roster again.
It may be better to advertise widely enough before you
start so that you get lots o f calls early on and roster people
feel needed. Now it’s the other way round ^we get too
many requests fo r help and don’t have enough people
around to do the helping.
Before you open it is a good idea to inform people and

organisations, such as Social Welfare, Citizens Advice
Bureau, Lifeline, Youthline, Salvation Army, Church
missions, Tenants Protection Association, youth centres,
medical centres, Society fo r Protection o f Home and
Family, and any others that may be interested.
The media can be very useful too o f course but be very
wary o f them. Deal with a trusted reporter ( if you have
such a person available) and even then be careful. The
first article we had in the Christchurch Star was rather a
disaster, even though the woman reporter was sympath
etic. The male photographer got very irate when he
was told that he couldn’t take photos at the Centre and
that we wanted a female photographer. Perhaps that had
something to do with the eventual article which appeared
under the heading, “ Man, you don’t rate a mention
here!” , and dwelt mainly on the fact that men were not
allowed at the centre. The actual purpose o f the centre
hardly came across at all and we were really angry at
this. I think we should write our own articles and
release them to the media when we are ready rather than
trust journalists. We are producing our own leaflets and
posters fo r advertising purposes, designed by women
involved in the Centre and printed by Herstory Press.
The local radio station here, Radio Avon, has been
really good as far as advertising goes.
You also need a list o f good referral people to send
women on to if necessary - such as good doctors, lawyers,
social workers, legal aid, Alcoholics Anonymous, etc.
We have a referral book by the phone with all such con
tacts in it. We found there was no problem getting
furniture and household effects - many people will donate
these to you. It would be really good to have a van to
pick these things up in as this is a constant problem.
Bedding was our most urgent need fo r a while but now
we seem to have enough o f this too.
We tried having a garden to grow some vegetables fo r the
families living there, but this never worked out all that
well as they weren’t looked after enough, so it seems
we’ll have mainly lawns there in the future unless some
devoted gardeners turn up.
One worrying problem we have is stealing. It would be
lovely to think we could trust our sisters who use the
place, and that we could do w ithout keys and locks at
the Centre. But we are being forced to face the nasty
fact that a m inority o f the women staying there will
rip us o ff given half a chance. Jo, who works full time
at the centre at the moment, has had her transistor
stolen, as well as clothes and money. K itty money, and
money left as payment fo r Broadsheet and Circle, all
disappears at times, and we just can’t afford it. Jo and
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Phil even had a meal they had prepared stolen o ff the
table on one memorable occasion. We are now starting
to consider having a strong box fo r k itty money and
pledges at least.
Who use the place?
some idea.

The following examples will give

— One fam ily with a small baby, three other small child
ren, and a solo mother, who were living in one room came to the centre until they could be re-housed.
— A young woman who was alcoholic and very mentally
disturbed. A woman who is connected with the Centre
and who is a “ d ry” alcoholic herself was a tremendous
help with this woman as she knew just what she was
going through. She finally went back to Sunnyside for
treatment and we still keep in touch with her.
— A woman who was here on holiday from Auckland,
whose husband deserted her here with no money or
accommodation and a young child to care for.
— A woman seeking refuge from her husband who is
alcoholic and beat her up. She had a young child and
needed time to consider her marriage and what to do
about i t . (This is by far the most typical case we would
have).
— A woman referred to us by Lifeline - suburban house
wife - lonely and frustrated and wanted desperately to
have someone to talk to.
— A woman who had come here from Australia with her
children to escape from her husband - very concerned as
he was trying to gain custody o f the children - wanted
support.
— Two young girls who had been thrown out o f their
fla t and needed temporary accommodation while they
looked fo r a new place.
— Many women ring wanting to know o f sympathetic
doctors to see about abortion, contraception, sterilisation,
VD, pregnancy tests, vaginal infections (we need a
Women’s Health Centre!)
— A woman who arrived at the railway station from Inver
cargill w ith her children and only $2 - she rang a friend
to see if she could stay with her but was told no so rang
the police who put her on to us.
— A woman rang us about her missing teenage daughter
— very upset - wondered if we had seen her.
— We had orie man who kept coming round and pestering
us while his wife was staying with us - his mother woul
also come round with him and there would be long family
fights between these two and the wife at the door, through
windows, and over the fence - had to call the police
twice to take him away when he got really stroppy.
— Two girls, one pregnant and one with a four year old
' child, came to the Centre after spending the previous
night in an empty car.
— A woman rang to ask if someone could ring up and
wake her in the morning as she kept sleeping through
the alarm and had to go to the doctor the next day we have many functions!
We have very few calls from men though one foreign
gentleman did turn up on the doorstep one night inquir
ing if this was the Women’s Centre as he wanted a woman
(he was quite serious - he thought we were some sort o f
brothel or geisha girl place I think. A fter all, why else
would you have a collection o f women all together in
one building?)
'
One Case In Full

— One case illustrates the difficulties many o f these
women face. A woman arrived at the Centre one day
with four children and an old car with all their worldly
possessions in a trailer on the back. She had two other
children in Homes. She had left her husband due to an

intolerable marriage situation but had no money at all.
She and the four children had spent the last three weeks
in a cabin at a m otor camp but had finally been turned

out.
She left the children at the Centre and went to Social
Welfare to ask fo r some money, and came back with $5,
which was meant to feed and house this fam ily over
the weekend. Some women from the Centre went
back with her to Social Welfare to protest at this unreal
istic amount and to see if she could go on Domestic
Purposes Benefit. They were told that this was not poss
ible because she was not yet legally separated from her
husband. Until then she could only get an Emergency
Benefit o f up to $20 per week depending on how much
food she had. They would come round and check on how
much she had and adjust her benefit accordingly.
They were not very sympathetic towards this woman as
she had apparently left her husband many times before and
kept coming to them fo r money, but she had never actua
lly gone through with a legal separation. It took two
more visits and finally an interview with the head person
in charge o f the benefits to convince them that she was
in a vicious circle situation - they wouldn’t give her any
money until she was separated but she couldn’t stay
away from her husband long enough to get legally separ
ated because she didn’t have any money.
She had apparently got as far as the courtroom door to
get a legal separation once before but had turned back at
the last minute. Social Welfare took this as evidence that
she didn’t know her own mind and that she didn’t really
want to leave her husband, but we think it was just th a tshe didn’t have support before to go through the whole
daunting court procedure and that the whole thing had
not been sufficiently explained to her before. She had
not been told fo r example that if she obtained a legal
separation she would not have to chase her husband fo r
maintenance payments - that Social Welfare would do
this. Until she knew this she could not see much advant
age for her in going through with a legal separation. Ones,
the whole procedure and its benefits was explained to
her, and she had some women to give her moral support
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in going through the court appearance, she was quite
sure about getting a separation.
She then qualified fo r a Domestic Purposes Benefit, but
still needed a place to live. Women from the Centre helped
her to find a place and to move her belongings. She has
now been promised a State Advances house and is doing
very well. She continues to keep in touch with the
Centre and women involved with the Centre drop in to
chat with her and to take her vegetables and clothes
for the kids.
As you can see from this example it ’s not just a case o f
providing families with food and shelter fo r a short time.
It takes a lo t o f time and e ffo rt and support to help them
through this very d iffic u lt time in their lives, and they
need continuing support to rebuild their lives after they
leave. We haven’t enough people involved with the
Centre at the moment to put all this effo rt into each case
we get. It would be really good if some o f the women
who stay at the Centre, could, on leaving, combine with
other women staying there to set up co-operative living
arrangements so that they could support each other and
face their common problems together, rather than each
family going o ff to their own houses again to struggle
on with problems that are all still there. That to me
seems far preferable to having lots o f do-gooder types
rushing around helping them. It ’s a nice dream anyway.
We will be making some concentrated efforts now to
start getting financial support fo r the work we are doing,
especially after talking to a woman involved in setting
up Halfway House in Auckland. She told us that the
Auckland City Council had provided them with a house
rent free and maintenance free so I wonder why we are
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struggling along raising $35 a week rent to do the
council’s job fo r it - or perhaps the Social Welfare’s job.
Also Jo who is there fulltim e at the moment receives no
pay though we had hoped she could get some through
Community Volunteers Scheme. We will apply to the
was covered with people in sleeping bags taking refuge, I
would feel that the main aim o f the-Centre had been
forgotten.
There are a few other clashes o f interests. Other women
involved with the Centre possibly see it more as a social
meeting place fo r women than as a feminist action centre.
There are the usual divisions that are apparent in the
feminist movement as a whole - between Lesbians and
“ straight” women, between Socialists and non-Socialists,
between Lesbians and Lesbian/feminists, between Fem
inists and Radical Feminists. In some ways we are lucky
in N.Z. that we are small in numbers. We all have to
stick together really or at least keep up contact with each
other. In Christchurch, we can’t afford another Women’s
Centre, so we all work together somehow keeping the
one we’ve got going.
You take on such a lo t with a Women’s Centre - paying
the rent, letting people know you’re there and what for,
furnishing, repairing and o u tfittin g the place, making sure
someone’s there all the time, gardening, organising meetings
raising money - it goes on and on. But I would hate to
not have it there. It’s amazing how a building can have
such an effect really, and how such good feeling can grow
from i t I feel as longas we have a central place like this
we’ll keep coming together and sharing ideas and energy,
and the whole feminist thing will grow and develop.
Diane

Counselling makes A L L
the

Difference

The Auckland Medical Aid Centre may be forced to close on
September 1. SANDRA CONEY discusses the controversial
counselling service they provide and how the experience of
seeking an abortion can be one of growth for the women
concerned.
C hild." talking about nappies and baby clothes.
Sometimes a woman will arrive and after initial
counselling it w ill appear that she is
determined to have an abortion and that she has no
doubts about what she wants to do. Sometimes just one
phrase w ill betray her true feelings or maybe you just
get an instinctive feeling that her heart's not in it.
Sometimes parents or boyfriends are pushing a young
woman into having an abortion and such a woman must
be listened to carefully to ascertain that an abortion is
her true wish'.

My first patient of the day had not arrived by 10.30:
and just when I feel sure she's not going to turn up at
all she pokes her head around the door of the office and
says "H ello, I'm Rachel . ... I had an appointment at
nine but I had to go to the bank and get some money".
Money, I realise when I talk to her later is a major
problem. Only 24, she already has three children aged 4,
3 and a baby. They live in a one-bedroom flat belonging
to her aunt who lets them have it free of charge. They all
sleep in the one bedroom: Rachel and her husband and
the two older children in the double bed and the baby
in a cot. Her husband doesn't like working and only
takes a job from time to time. "How do you manage
when he doesn't work?" I ask, " I get by with the family
benefit" she says. — Her husband seems to spend his
time at the pub, doesn't help with household chores or
the children. "Does he love the children?" "Oh yes,"
she says "He plays with them " and then bitterly "when
he feels like it". This pregnancy has created a crisis.
Rachel feels she can't cope with another child in their
living conditions and the future is terribly uncertain.
Her aunt is due back from the islands soon and then
they'll have to find somewhere else to live and how can
they pay for it when her husband won't work?

Sue was about 23 and appeared quite convinced that
she should have an abortion. A fter we had been talking
for about twenty minutes she casually mentioned that
she had taken some drugs early in the pregnancy. I got
the feeling that she attached more importance to this
than she had expressed. When we explored it further I
found her fear of having damaged the baby was her
main reason for wanting the termination and the other
reasons were rational ones she had thought up to
support her feeling she should not continue with the
pregnancy. I took her to see the doctor and explained
her fear to him. When he reassured her that there was
very little chance of malformation resulting from her
drug-taking she was happy to go ahead with the
pregnancy.

The next day when she comes to have her termination
I ask if her husband was relieved that she was approved
for termination. "He says to pie 'Will it stop you having
babies?' and when I say no he says 'What's the use of it
then?' " . After the operation she will get on a bus and
go out to Otara to pick up her children from her
mother who is looking after them and bus with them
back to her flat in the city. Grateful, that she's not
pregnant any longer and guarded against getting pregnant
again by a Depo Provera injection.

Deciding to seek an abortion is not an easy decision for
most women. Often weeks of thought and soul-searching
have gone ahead of their arrival at AMAC. The stigma
attached to abortion and the hysterical propaganda of
right-to-lifers often make them th in k that they are
doing something wrong in the eyes of society and that
they w ill be on trial at AMAC. When they are treated in
a friendly and sympathetic way their relief is often
immense. "D id not make me feel I was doing anything
wrong" is a comment often written on the question
naires that all patients f ill out after having an abortion.
Quite a few have already had a lecture from their own
doctor and have had to go to as many as eight GPs
before arriving at the centre. One woman who had had
several damaged babies as the result of the Rh factor
in her blood and who could not face another pregnancy
was told by a doctor that if she refused pre-natal
transfusions her baby would be born dead "and then
your problems w ill be over, w on't they?" A woman
from a small country settlement had sought help from
her doctor who had refused to refer her or even tell
her where the clinic was. An unsophisticated woman
with an alcoholic husband who offered no support, she
blurted out her problem to the local chemist. He knew
only that it was in Remuera so she drove up here and

The counselling service at the Auckland Medical Aid
Centre was the subject of much discussion when Dr Wall's
Hospitals Amendment Bill was debated. Most opponents
of the bill recognised the counselling as a crucial factor
in favour of the type of service being offered at AMAC.
Abortion counselling is necessarily non-directive and nonjudgemental. Opponents o f abortion question whether
abortion counsellors can be objective where the service
is part of a clinic charging people for abortions. One
letter to the Auckland Star said of course counsellors
would be persuading people to have abortions where
there was $80 at stake. Counsellors at AMAC get paid by
the day, therefore there is no financial gain to be made
whether a patient has an abortion or not. In, fact, all
the counsellors are really pleased when an unmarried
‘ woman decides to have a child and goes away happily
with a copy o f the booklet "The Single Mother and her
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asked at local chemist shops till she tracked the centre
down. She still had to go away again and get a
doctor's referral letter but she was strengthened by the
knowledge that she might get help.
That some doctors take such a judgemental attitude is
to be regretted. An attitude of "What a silly/bad/naughty
girl you've been" is the last thing a woman w ith an
unwanted pregnancy wants to meet. But, of course, she
has to take it as she is powerless to do anything else.
And some women are the victims of what can only be
called "doctor-induced" pregnancies. Often they have
been given inadequate contraceptive advice.
Sarah had been on the Pill for some time but became
very depressed. As she had previously had a lot of
psychiatric problems, two serious suicide
attempts, an attempt on the life of her child and a spell
in the psychiatric ward of a public hospital, her doctor
rightly considered she stop taking the Pill. He
suggested she have a tubal ligation and said he would
arrange this for her. He didn't, however, discuss what
contraception she should use in the meantime. Months
went by and she heard nothing about the sterilisation
— inevitably she became pregnant.

Doctors fail to inform their patients about failure rates
with lUDs, or that vomiting or diarrhoea means that
oral contraceptives are not absorbed into the system
and thus the woman is at risk.
All the counsellors at the Centre have become almost
obsessive about contraceptives themselves. It is so
simplistic to say, as some do, "Y ou have the choice
nine months before". Many, many women have made
the effort not to get pregnant and their method o f
contraception has let them down. There are genuine
Pill failures; women w ith their lUDs still in place;
women who have been unable to take the Pill for
health or psychiatric reasons and have relied on
multiple mechanical methods (condom and foam,
diaphragm and je lly ); even one woman who had been
sterilized; a couple of failed vasectomies and a few
women on Depo Provera. Some women feel quite
desperate at this failure, having tried all the other
methods unsuccessfully.
Elizabeth was Canadian and had inherited from a
parent a rare disease which was progressively destroying
her eyesight. Her doctor had taken her off the Pill as it
was not known what effect the hormones would have
on her illness. She was pregnant with her IU D still in
place. She was determined never to have children because
of the genetic transference of the disease. The doctor
suggested another IU D together with condom and
jelly. " I'll have to carry it round with me in a suitcase"
she said bitterly.

If a woman goes ahead and has a termination, every
effort is made to find some method of contraception which
w ill suit her. This is one of the main'functions of the
counselling service: to educate women about their
reproductive function and contraception. Young girls
are often particularly ignorant about how their bodies
work and even about how contraception occurs. The
counsellor explains how the reproductive system functions
and discusses different forms of contraception in an
effort to find one which is suitable for and acceptable
to the woman. Where there is a language problem, as with
Polynesian women, this often requires indicating on your
own bodies where the'various organs, such as uterus and
ovaries are sited. The whole abortion procedure is
explained in detail as this is performed w ith local anaesth
esia. It is important that the woman understands exactly

what to expect as this demystifies the procedure and
helps allay any fears about what she is to expect.
Counsellors at the centre are at pains to make sure the
women are not made to feel bad about getting pregnant
nor about wanting an abortion. We know the anguish they
are going through themselves and have no wish to add
to their guilt beforehand or cause guilt afterwards by
treating them in a judgemental, holier-than-thou way.
Studies overseas have shown that any guilt felt by
women after having abortions is directly proportional to
the way they have been treated by the personnel they
encounter while seeking an abortion. This is the
advantage of an out-patient method o f treating abortion
patients. Personnel in hospital do not choose to work
w ith abortion cases and often discriminate against women
seeking abortions. People working in centres such as
AMAC choose to w ork there. I remember the horror I
fe lt, when in Wellington Hospital after the birth o f a
child, at the callous treatment meted out to an u n fo rt
unate woman admitted w ith a complication following a
back-street abortion. „
Some women feel guilty that they feel as they do about
the pregnancy. The reaction of a woman who has
planned and loved all her preceding children is often
quite different w ith an unwanted pregnancy.
" I feel sick all the time and I never had morning sickness
with the other children. I felt really well right through. I
can't understand why but I just don't feel pregnant. My
whole body seems to be rejecting it."

I said that the counselling service is non-judgemental;
it is also non-directive. This, means that each woman must
come to a decision herself; the counsellor's role is to
assist her in making the decision and then to support her
in it. The counsellor can provide much of the factual
inform ation but also can explore all the avenues open to
the woman so that her decision is made in the fu ll
understanding o f her situation. Most women have decided
before they come to the centre, but fo r other women the
decision-making process is a d iffic u lt one. Trained as they
are to play a very passive, feminine role, some women find
it extraordinarily d iffic u lt to take responsibilities fo r their
own actions and would prefer to be told what to do.
Thus in one way, having an abortion can be seen as a
period o f growth and strengthening for a woman. She
must face first herself; what direction she sees her life
going in, and her feelings about motherhood, children.
Then she must examine her relationship w ith husband
or boyfriend and face what her feelings are about that
person; what is wrong or what is right about the
relationship, what effect would there be from continuing
w ith the pregnancy or having an abortion. The whole
experience can bring a couple closer together. If the man
is sympathetic and supportive obviously the woman w ill
feel quite differently about him than if he denies pater
nity or leaves the whole problem up to her. Some couples
find they begin talking to each Other again after years
of being out o f real touch because of child-rearing, jobs
and fam iliarity. Parents of young women coming to the
centre start really talking about what is important to
them and not about trivialities. Thus, seeking an
abortion can be seen by the woman afterwards not^t
as some sordid experience to be kept in the back of her
mind, but never really come to terms w ith, but as a source of
pride in that a d iffic u lt problem was dealt w ith by her
in an intelligent, responsible way.
Carol was a real mess when she first came to the centre.
She was scruffy-looking and was living with her two
children in a primitive bach at the back of some friend's
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A few years ago mention women's liberation in New Zealand
and people thought of SUE KEDGLEY. Here she writes about
how she sees those days now.

A Feminist's Other Face

Kioto: United Nations T. Chen

How sweet are the memories o f my rebelliousness. From
the deliberately anaesthetised first twelve years o f my
life, I choose to sentimentalise only one or two moments
- such as when I dragged myself out o f the sullen w ith
drawal o f the mathematics class and threw back in my
teacher’s face the duster he had thrown in my direction
to shut me up; or the day,twelve o f us played knuckle
bones in the girls’ toilets refusing to heed the threats
hurled by the headmaster from the men’s toilets next
door. Such moments o f defiance and anger, at first so
sparse and later so Common, stood out in my convent

ional upbringing like glowworms in a cave. I hung onto
them, I fantasised them, and despised all mortals who
could not boast such reckless contempt for the powersthat-be;.
A t University, my hero was Danny the Red. From my
seat in the library o f a New Zealand University I fought
on the barricades with French students in 1968. I threw
bombs and abuse at Mayor Daley in Chicago in 1969.
So that when my turn came in its own miniature, as I
knew it would, I was ready, all anger and energy and

at least fo r a time, the disquieting questions that had
disturbed'my dreams and visited me on my sleepless
nights - how to explain the gap between my intellectual
comprehension o f sexism and my emotional capitulation
to it? What, in fact, were the deeper reasons behind my
Compulsive rebelliousness, my abhorrence o f sexism and
my emotional anger and indignation at men?

eagerness to plunge in where others would not tread.
From 1970 onwards, my moments o f rebellion began to
converge into days and weeks, into events and activities,
and finally, into feminism ...
There I was, 22 years o f age, all clenched fists and bitten
nails and inchoate anger, and there it was - a bold,
brazen fist rising like a phoenix from the centre o f the
women’s symbol, emblazened on the cover o f “ Sister
hood is Powerful” . The effect was electric. Every page
o f the book, bought in Sydney and smuggled like porn
into New Zealand, caused exhilarating stirrings deep
inside me. My inarticulate anger had begun to find what
it had sought fo r so long in vain - a vehicle fo r external
expression - a legitimate cause.

For two years, as men sped in and out o f my life,
these questions continued interm ittently to
clatter around in my head, causing confusion,
anxiety and tension. Occasionally I would
pause to contemplate the reason fo r the insecurity which
hovered always behind the bold facade o f the ardent
feminist. I would understand sometimes why my hands
had trembled, literally, during my two years o f fulltim e
feminism, especially when I was giving a speech. I would
remember how I had developed a trick o f holding two
weighty books in my hands when I spoke, to avoid
repeating a hum iliating experience I once had when the
noise o f the shaking o f my notes echoing in the micro
phone drowned out my own voice. I even began to
consider that while it was easy and enjoyable to blame
persons and institutions outside myself fo r all my
grievances, perhaps I needed to look w ithin, as well as
w ithout, fo r an explanation. But mostly I pushed these
thoughts out o f my mind and got on with the business
o f living.

Feminism in ferment: myself in transformation. The
energy o f defiance, flowing through my blood, enabled
me to do what I had previously assumed it took courage
to do. The person who had blushed to talk to more
than six was now an ardent feminist, speaking with anger
and conviction to however many would listen. For two
years, thus converted, I roamed New Zealand like some
female version o f David facing a collusion o f Goliaths,
talking about feminism to Lions, Plunket Mothers, Kiwanis,
Jaycees, Countrywomen, students, sometimes reaching
out to them, sometimes accusing, alienating or outraging
them. Telling a startled, mainly male. Labour Party Con
ference, fo r example, “ It is not your penis we have been
envying all these years, but your freedom.” Informing
a Plunket Mothers’ gathering to celebrate M other’s Day
that it was a “ monstrous hypocrisy” anyway. Every
where I found hostility, not directed towards the sexism
I was exposing, but towards me fo r exposing it (and for
the way I was exposing it). I became, eventually, a
notorious, defiantly independent figure (on the outside
at least), an embarrassment to parents and relatives
alike.
I continued to wear make-up, but I had a ready ration
alisation. This was my “ guerilla gear” - a mask that
prevented people from dismissing me (and my message)
as being a “ man-hating-lesbian-with-a-chip-on-my-shoulder”
(which they did, anyway). And I continued to go out
w ith men. In fact, in fleeting moments o f self-honesty,
I saw that I remained as dependent on them as I was
angry at them. I preferred not to see the connection
between these two apparently divergent states o f mind,
however, and even managed to avoid confronting the
profound irony o f the dependent debilitating relation
ship (with one o f the “ father figures” that have littered
my emotional life) which embroiled my second year of
fulltim e feminism.
So that, while publicly persuading (I hoped) Rotarians
that “ love cannot occur between unequals: w itho ut
equality there can only be relationships o f dominance
and subordination” I continued privately to enact daily
the drama and destruction o f complete emotional sub
ordination to a man. This behaviour was d iffic u lt to
rationalise, but I tried. I was just “ not quite there ye t” .
Intellectually and financially, yes, but emotionally,
not quite. A t least my anger and energy seemed to
increase commensurate with my dependence that year,
which fuelled me fo r the gruelling round o f politics,
speech-making and w riting of my “ public life ” and
which left me in a conveniently exhausted state, with
no time whatsoever to contemplate the possible hypocra6ies and inconsistencies o f such a double life.

For tw o years, thus
converted, I roamed New
Zealand like some female
version of David facing a
collusion of Goliaths, talking
about feminism to Lions,
Plunket Mothers, Jaycees,
students, sometimes
reaching out to them,
sometimes accusing,
alienating or outraging
them.
So it was with the mild sense o f irritation o f a person
disturbed during a restless slumber that I found myself
confronted by a series o f startling statements during a
recent lecture I attended on feminism. “ Where there is
rebellion, there is bondage” the voice, so certain, made
me uneasy, “ and the most m ilitant and rebellious in the
women’s movement are undoubtedly those who
remain (perhaps at a repressed or unconscious level) in
bondage to male values, behaviour patterns, and men.”
The lecturer went on to assert that the involvement o f
too many feminists was based superficially upon frag
ments o f feminist ideology gleaned from books, magaz
ines and conversations, which provided them with an
ideological rationalisation fo r externalising their hostil
ities (the origins o f which lay deeply buried in the indiv
idual psyche) but which prevented them from going a
stage beyond i t Unless women (and particularly women
whose feminist experience did not extend much beyond
slogans and rhetoric, whose activities and views were

Finally, I left New Zealand, mainly to set myself free
from the crippling dependency o f my emotional relat
ionship. In so doing, I hoped, I would put in storage,
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BROADSHEET has just celebrated its third birthday. Some
people love it and some people hate it. We are quite proud
of it, and thought it was about time we told you what went
on behind the scenes of New Zealand's feminist
magazine.

How BROADSHEET grew
This may be the first Broadsheet you’ve ever bought, or
you may have only been subscribing fo r a short time. In
which case you’re probably unaware o f quite how much
we differ from other magazines you might pick up at
your stationers.
Broadsheet began in 1972, when four women from Auck
land Women’s Liberation were sitting round after the
group’s weekly meeting discussing what we had done so
far and what other sorts o f things we could do. We were
all fairly new to the movement and eager to put into
action some o f our ideas. We were in consciousnessraising groups, had been to seminars, discussion groups,
had read books, magazines and women’s liberation liter
ature and fe lt ready to initiate some project which
would further the ideals o f the women’s movement. As
three o f us were recent graduates in English it seemed
sensible to embark into some field where the skills we
had: writing, study, research, critical analysis, would be
most useful. A magazine seemed an obvious choice.
The first issue was virtually produced in one day. We got
all our copy together and then twelve people gathered
at Sandra Coney’s house on a winter Saturday and set
about creating the magazine. The whole thing was
typed, proof-read, corrected and laid out by the evening.
Even the illustrations were produced on the spot by the
two men o f artistic talent who had offered their help.
A big pot o f soup kept us going through the day and we
were all terribly enthusiastic. Looking back we marvel
at our amazing optimism and self-confidence based on
the skimpiest o f experience and skills. Anne Parsons,
who has been a proof-reader fo r twelve years, and still
does nearly all the proof-reading fo r the magazine,
provided the only area where we really knew what we
were doing. ( If you find mistakes in our copy it won’t
be in copy that Anne has proof-read but rather in last
minute copy which we proof-read ourselves as we lay-out).
We knew nothing about layout and printing but devel- .
oped these skills with practise, experimentation and the
ready assistance o f sympathetic people w ithin these
fields.
„
We were all thrilled when the first copy came back rather roughly printed by the now defunct Resistance
Bookshop. It was twelve pages, side stapled and foolscap
size. Most o f you won’t have ever seen the first Broad
sheet as we only had 200 printed and they quickly sold
out. We were overjoyed at how readily they sold and
that the reaction was mainly good. O f course, we got
the odd rude letter (including one five-page closely-typed
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one from a soldier at Waioru who asked that we didn’t
publish his letter because he thought his superiors wouldn’t
approve o f underlings subscribing to such a subversive
paper). There were people who objected to the name we
chose fo r the magazine (and still do) as being, as one
w riter put it, “ suggestive and derogatory” . We had
extreme d iffic u lty finding a suitable name fo r the mag
azine. Most names we thought o f which indicated that the
magazine was aimed at women had already been used and
often by exactly the type o f magazine that feminists
object to. Many o f the American feminist magazines had
picked the eyes out o f other possible names. Many
names were too erudite to immediately identify the mag
azine as being fo r feminists. So we settled on Broadsheet
because it seemed to represent some o f the feelings we
had about the magazine at the time - its size and that it
was a newsletter. We were fu lly aware o f the way the
word could be interpreted and saw it as a deliberate send
up.
For our second issue we went to a proper printer, used
yellow card fo r the cover and the magazine then looked
as it was to look for the next two years. Kay Davenport
o f Auckland University’s English Department designed a
stunning cover which we think holds its own with any
cover we’ve had since. We increased the number printed
found that they still sold well and people eagerly asked
when the next issue would come out. Groups o f women
from Auckland Women’s Liberation took armfuls o f
Broadsheet to meetings and pubs to sell to the public.
Pub selling was often frightening, never dull.
A group o f women, clearly labelled as women’s liberationists, buying their own drinks, minding their own
business and ignoring the come-ons o f the male patrons
was just too threatening to ignore. Eventually it became
harder and harder to find women who were prepared to
go pub selling. Anyway it was hard to rationalise the
benefits o f pub selling. True we sold Broadsheets and
we had some interesting conversations with some people.
We argued that hopefully the magazines would make
their way to the wives-at-home. Most men in pubs
tended to be ruder to us than they would ever have con
sidered being to other men or to women. Obviously
because o f our affiliations we eschewed male protection
and patronisation and thus could not expect any o f the
superficial courtesies extended to other women. We were
dangerous and thus we were in danger ourselves. Noone
goes pub selling now, we don’t need to and I don’t think
there would be one o f us who was sorry.
A fter two years o f publication in the old form at we

decided that New Zealand women were ready fo r a fem
inist magazine but in order to distribute through the
Bookshops and thus reach a far wider audience Broad
sheet had to be more professional looking. None o f us
were aware, when that decision was made, o f how much
extra work we were letting ourselves in for. Up to the
time when we changed to the new form at we were still
having the magazine typewritten instead o f being typeset.
We had few photos and the lay-out only took a couple
o f evenings. Now we would have 40 typeset pages instead
o f the average 16 typewritten pages. We did most o f the
typesetting ourselves and this, along with the new lay-out
took weeks instead o f hours. However, we went ahead
and arranged distribution through a commercial distrib
utor to bookshops in the Auckland area.
This is the eleventh issue in the new form at and we think
over the last year we’ve steadily improved both the con
tent and the look o f the magazine. Our circulation and
our subscriptions have soared, particularly since the
beginning o f this year. This is partly because o f IWY and
the increased interest being shown in women’s issues.
Ironically we have been very critical o f IWY but in spite
o f that, or even possibly because o f that, our sales are
increasing tremendously.
We’ve made plenty o f mistakes and some o f our original
plans have had to be discarded along the way. We made
a mistake in devoting each issue to one topic in the first
six months o f publication in the new format. Too often
we heard the comment “ I wasn’t really interested in rel

igion so I didn’t buy the last issue” . People expect var
iety in a magazine and while occasionally it may be worth
while to devote a whole issue to one topic we’ve now
changed to a variety o f articles in each issue. This is also
easier on us, as late copy can be held over to a future
issue and we can solicit more material from outside
sources.
We also found that people are used to seeing on the
cover what is on the inside. This whets their appetite
and prompts them to buy. To some extent we must
conform to what people are used to in a magazine. Ms
magazine encountered some similar difficulties
when they too initially featured in each issue one main
topic and found that people would dismiss the whole
magazine if the topic wasn’t one which they found inter
esting. However, we don’t intend to compromise our
content as Ms magazine appears to be doing. The latest
issue o f Ms (March 75) has feature articles by Viva on
weaning and a couple o f articles which look as i f they
would be more at home in Time than a feminist magaz
ine. All the collective agree that if we had to water
down our message to make it palatable we should stop
production.
When we began we welcomed anyone who wanted to
help. We believed in the idea o f a loose collective where
everyone who was around was involved in decision
making. However we found conflicts arose when people
had goals or methods which were different from the
majority and when people made decisions which were not
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Sharyn Cederman
based on either knowledge or commitment. We found
that it is unrealistic to expect women who put a few
hours a month into Broadsheet to bear the same respons
ib ility and to have the same share in decision-making
as women who put over one hundred hours a month and
have done so fo r a long period.
A fter many months o f difficulties and conflicts, we
devised a minimal structure to try to deal w ith questions
such as who makes decisions, to what extend must we
all agree before we act on a decision, how do we bring
in new women, and what part men should play in the
magazine.
So we now operate with a collective o f six women who
have all been involved with the magazine fo r a long time.
We meet weekly to deal with problems and to plan
ahead and about every month or so we have a longer
meeting on policy matters. Decisions are made by con
sensus rather than by voting no matter how much
longer it takes. The collective consists of: Sharyn
Cederman who handles our finances and also helps with
layout; Val Cole who helps with layout; Sandra Coney
who co-edits and organises layout; Lorraine M cArthur
who does most o f the typesetting and is learning layout;
Rosemary Ronald who is in charge o f subscriptions and
sales; and Julie Thompson who co-edits.
There are others who work on lay-out or are part o f the
“ Contents” group which organises what goe$ in the mag
azine. Also there is a large group o f helpers who address
envelopes and do other routine work when help is
needed. Lately we have also had a number o f women
photographers offering their services which is a great help

in making articles have more impact and also gives them
a chance to see their work published. This is one o f the
main aims o f the magazine: to provide a vehicle fo r
women’s writing, poetry, art-work and photography.
There are problems in working as a collective, but we
continue to try to adhere to this principle o f the women’s
movement; that women should eschew a patriarchal
hierarchical structure. Collective^decisions are d iffic u lt
to make at short notice because we all necessarily have
other jobs and thus are restricted to meeting in the even
ing. Also areas o f responsibility are not rigidly defined
which means those with more free time or who feel more
committed are often left with the major share o f the
work.
So far none o f us is able to be paid fo r work on the
magazine. We are reimbursed fo r expenses such as stamps,
glue, paper but not fo r baby-sitting fees or petrol and
transport costs we might incur. Far from receiving any
payment fo r our work on the magazine we are all
actually out o f pocket. O f course this is not an ideal sit
uation. None o f us feel we can do our best while having
our energies pulled in different directions, not just by
the demands o f our paying jobs but also by those people
we live with, are involved w ith, or have responsibility
for. A fter eight hours o f work some o f us rush and pick
up children from babysitter, cook dinner, bath and put
to bed children and are back at work by eight. The
main problem is fatigue and some o f us even try sleeping
during our lunch hours. Relationships with other people
show signs o f strain when nights on end and weekends
too are spent working on Broadsheet.

We are working towards a situation where women are
paid fo r their work on the magazine and are able to
make a reasonable living from it, thus enabling them to
put more into the movement. Payment also reinforces
a commitment to something may lessen when the work
is voluntary.
A t present the sales o f each issue are only just covering
the cost. If it weren’t for subscriptions being paid in
advance we wouldn’t be able to keep paying our bills on
time. We have recently taken on a shop fro n t to do lay
out in and this costs us $65 a month. So until we find
a benefactor or our sales increase enormously we will
not have enough income to pay staff. That is, unless we
can get advertising revenue.
Glancing through other women’s magazines yo u ’ll see how
much advertising they have. If you could be bothered to
count up the number o f pages carrying advertising you’d
realise that the ratio o f advertising to copy is about two
to one.
We have none, and this is not the result o f some ideolog
ical rejection o f advertising but o f practicalities. Getting
advertising from agencies or manufacturers takes time. ^
Someone needs to make an initial contact then keep the
pressure up, informing the potential client o f the mag
azine’s continued existence and progress. We actually
did contact the agencies initially but have not the surplus
energy to maintain it. Most reacted by saying that our
circulation was small and they’d wait and see if wē were
still round in six months’ time. We are and our circulation
has gone up a lo t but no one has the time to tell them.
In the meantime we publish virtually no advertisements.
Another problem with advertising is that we would not
accept ads fo r many o f the products traditionally found
in women’s magazines. If you flick through a “ Thursday”
or “ Eve” you’ll see that the majority are fo r make-up
and deodorants. This is the sort o f advertising we wouldn’t
accept. Some magazines trying to have a progressive
attitude towards women still use sexist and demeaning
advertising, rationalising this by arguing that their female
readers are melligent enough to reject such advertising
and the products the advertisers hope to sell. We reject
this argument. Our early conditioning can make even
the most confirmed feminist subconsciously insecure
enough to respond to the intention o f the advertiser - to
work on our supposed inadequacies and fears as women.
And many o f the ads themselves are offensive and sexist.
We have noticed that Ms magazine has run some very
suspect ads from time to time and justified them on the
above grounds, urging its readers to write to offending
advertisers. One that particularly springs to mind is the
“ Cachet” perfume ad:
“ Girls like Barbara Alexander used to rush fo r a plastic
surgeon. No more. Barbara thinks her nose - and her
fragrance - are the most interesting things about her.”

campaigns aimed at the “ new woman” .
Another d iffic u lty caused by not having full time workers
is one o f logistics. Typesetting is done in town, layout at
the shop we rent in Jervois Road, proof-reading in Anne’s
house, subscriptions and enveloping at Rosemary’s,
accounts at Sharyn’s work and so it goes on. Every step
in the process from the receiving o f the copy to the final
posting out is done at a different location. This means a
lot o f running round, as well as inevitable delays when
some part o f the chain breaks down. We envy commerc- •
ially produced magazines which are all under one roof.
As we grow and develop we sometimes hear criticism
that we are becoming capitalist - for some reason to some
women anything that is successful in no matter how
small way must be capitalist. O f course Broadsheet is
not and never will be a capitalist venture - its aim is not
to make money, not to exploit people. But we do need
money behind us to grow and progress and improve the
magazine, and we must build resources in order to pay
women, who work for us. So we are not at present in a
position to make grants to other movement projects as
has been suggested. However we do offer publicity for
movement events and free advertising o f feminist activ
ities which are not money making.
Some people criticise us fo r being negative and feel that
we should get more enthusiastic about any small gains
made in the struggle fo r equality. We are not grateful for
small gains but feel we must remain aware o f what still
needs to be done and our ultimate goals. As the maga
zine is independent we feel this gives us the strength to

While advertising revenue would be very welcome and
would allow some'of us to be paid fo r our efforts we all
agree the price that must be paid in subverting our
principles is more than we are prepared to accept. May
be one day advertisers will be gearing their ads to the
sort o f audience Broadsheet reaches, as is happening in
the States, where companies, in an effo rt to cash in on
the increased awareness of women and rejection of
traditional values and life-styles, are starting whole
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play a critical role, whereas people involved in reformist
activities often find they cannot bite the hand that
feeds them. We do not support the Status quo and in
w riting and selecting articles try and look beyond the
immediate causes and implications o f a situation to the
underlying causes and probable long-term effects. What
appears as a gain may in fact be detrimental to our long
term goals o f the abolition o f sex roles.
Our editorial policy is quite different from other women’s
magazines. We can afford to be biased, in fact, we feel
duty-bound to be biased. The women’s movement is a
political movement thus, although many women would
be reluctant to accept it, much o f what we publish is
propaganda. This allows us to take a strong editorial
line on issues, such as abortion and the mother’s benefit,
although we are open to publishing contrary views if we
feel that this will assist women to fu lly understand the
complexity o f the issues involved. (Although we would
never publish the opposing view on abortion as we do
n o t think this can be supported on any other than anti
women grounds). We feel the advantages o f being able
to recommend or endorse actions outweigh any crit

icisms o f bias.
We are pro-women but recognise that not all women are
good fo r the movement. We have found that often
women who are notable fo r some achievement they have
made, have little sympathy with the feminist movement.
We recently had a woman we wanted to interview because
o f her success in an unusual field decline to be inter
viewed because she didn’t want her achievement to be
seen as an advance fo r feminism rather than an individual
accomplishment. Another time, a prominent Maori
woman said the women on the cover o f the previous
issue looked like lesbians and she would rather not be
associated with that sort o f thing.
We have also been charged with being out o f touch with
the “ real movement” , with not reflecting accurately
the feeling o f the movement. This may be partially
true - when you’re working fulltim e and putting in
another 20 hours a week on Broadsheet it becomes
reather hard to find the time to become involved in
other feminist activities. But also we see Broadsheet as
being an intrinsic part o f the movement
All o f us have been involved in many projects
over the years and have served a hard apprenticeship o f
commitment. Now some o f us have chosen Broadsheet
as our major comm itment - we don’t feel that this calls
fo r apologies.

Lately we’ve been pleased to see that we’re being noticed
and often in the most unlikely places. We have frequently
been asked fo r our opinion on contentious issues effecting
women and increasingly notice quotes from Broadsheet
ip other magazines and newspapers. Surprisingly, we’ve
been labelled “ radical” . Surprising, because one section
o f the women’s liberation movement doesn’t think we’re
Rosemary Ronald radical enough. What lies at the bottom o f this apparent
confusion is that no one attempts to define what is
(left)
meant by radical.
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We have tried to deal with this question o f what is a rad
ical magazine and have asked the women who criticise

Broadsheet as being not radical enough to define what
they mean. It usually turns out that being radical
means either being constantly critical or else advocating
a separatist line.
We have found it very hard to obtain good critical writing
about events let alone about concepts and ideas. There
seems to be a reluctance amongst NZ women to deal
effectively with criticism - an inability to distinguish be
tween criticism o f one’s ideas and personal criticism.
And when we have printed articles which have been crit
ical o f events there has been a storm o f protest from
other women who feel that we should make allowances
fo r women and not criticise them publicly. Constructive
criticism we feel promotes growth and improvement.
W ithout criticism we can only become complacentWe feel that it is im portant
that criticism comes from within the movement, where
it can be dealt with in a constructive way, and that the
movement is seen to be constantly adapting and evolving
and not blindly mouthing simplistic slogans.
As
fo r the criticism o f not being separatist enough, within
the collective we have very different and strong ideas
about the role o f men.
The agreement we have reached is that wherever possible
we will choose to use work done by women. However,
when it is not possible to have work from a woman we
w ill use that o f a man We have agreed that
we do not wish to include articles about men any more we used to from time to time. For example in our
second issue we had an article about child care by a man
who ran a child care centre. We have enough material
about women, by women. We also have members o f
the collective who feel quite strongly that they are no
longer interested in what men are doing and do not wish
to include anything about them in Broadsheet. Others
feel that a policy o f women right or wrong is too rigid
and iinflexible ind can lead to problems such as when
we reported on the women who came out against
strikes or when we reported on Isabella Peron, much
to the horror o f left wing people.
Our difficulties in these areas would be alleviated if we
had more time to spend on the magazine - time to sit
and talk about our ideas and time to critically look at
every article submitted, time to find replacement stories

when something that comes in doesn’t meet with our
requirements.
A fter reading about all the difficulties we have with
Broadsheet you may be wondering why on earth we
work fo r the magazine. Sometimes we wonder too.
But most o f the time there are rewards which make it
worthwhile. Often they are intangible - a feeling o f
satisfaction at doing a job well. There is a real thrill for
us when the magazine comes back from the printer. We
pore over every page, moaning about printing mistakes
and crooked lines, and exclaiming with delight over
pages that have come out well. The cover is always,
exciting too because it is very hard to tell exactly what
it will look like when we send it off.
When we hear from readers how much they enjoy
Broadsheet, how important it is to them (as one reader
said, it s like a drink o f water in a desert), and how much
they enjoy seeing it grow and improve we feel good.
And when readers send in donations, some o f them
quite large, we feel quite overwhelmed that other women
care so much about Broadsheet.
And when we feel angry about something we are glad
that we have a channel fo r that anger, and that other
women can share with us what is happening to women
We’rq glad that we can provide a channel for all the
material that is written, that other women can share
their thoughts and ideas with one another and that the
feminist movement. can grow and progress by exam
ining what we are doing and thinking.
As we see our subscription list growing constantly and our
sales also increasing steadily we feel pleased that more and
more New Zealand women are receiving the feminist
message. We hope that Broadsheet is making a solid
contribution to changes in people’s lives and in Society
overall. We believe that Broadsheet is part o f the ongoing
movement that will one day see a society where people’s
lives are not determined by the sex they are, where
sex roles do not exist. And we hope that when that
happens Broadsheet will still be around pointing out
injustices and encouraging change for the better.
Sandra Coney

Sharyn Cederman

Continued from Page 29
My discomfort was immediate and immense. How often,
I recalled, had I warned o f the dangers o f women
becoming “ counterfeit men” by interpreting equality
too narrowly to mean merely an extension to women o f
male values, rights, responsibilities and privileges; or
gaining, as Germaine Greer expressed it, “ free entry into
the world o f the ulcer and the coronary” .
Yet was I not, precisely, one o f those women who, while
immaculately maintaining the external postures o f a
feminist, had eschewed the arduous time-consuming, but
essential task o f probing, externalising and ultimately
exorcising from within those deeply internalised emot
ions, dependencies and conditioned responses, which,
cumulatively, had kept me in bondage to men. The irony
of the oedipal daughter, shaking her m ilitant fist at the
world while seducing surrogate father figures on the side
could no longer be ignored and I began to see deeply
buried in my feminism a burning desire not to reject men
but to emulate and, if possible, outshine them.

I was, in other words, caught (as was, I perceived, much
o f the feminist movement), in my own contradictions
and no amount o f marching or protesting would diss
ipate the anger or answer the troubling questions that'
flowed from these very contradictions. I recalled several
well-known feminists, who, at non-feminist gatherings,
would only talk with men and began to see clearly that
while much could be achieved by institutional changes
aimed at eliminating the external face o f sexism, the
realisation o f the promise of feminism - the transform
ation and humanisation o f the individual and society lay ultim ately in the painful process o f self-search, dis
covery and transformation. W ithout this process the
most well-intentioned reforms and the most well-intended
efforts o f feminists would be eroded, for rebellion and
anger and external activity could carry one so far and no
further. Until one could liberate oneself from rebellion’s
other face - bondage - one would remain stuck, half in
and half out, able to redecorate the icing but not rebake
the cake.

Continued from Page 27
house. Her only income was DPB and her only means of
avoiding pregnancy was abstinence during the middle of
the month. When I met her the other day she was health
ier and happier looking. She ndw has a flat for herself
and the children and has a part-time job to help them
manage. She told me proudly that she takes the Pill
at four o'clock each afternoon. No matter where she
is — she stops and takes it.

completely anonymous so the woman can feel free to be
as honest as she likes. There are rarely critical comments
and most women express gratitude for the help
counselling has provided either in assisting them to reach
a decision or in supporting them through a d iffic u lt
time. One comment I particularly remember as it was
so unexpected: " I t is the first time I have let a girl
hold my hand."

Besides being possibly a positive experience fo r the
women, it sometimes has an effect on their attitudes
towards women. All the counsellors are women and
some patients have commented that it is the first time
they have seen women helping other women. We wear
no uniforms and treat the women as our equals and
first names are always used, never Mrs and Miss. Often
the women w ill tell the counsellor something they had
never dared tell their own doctor, "because he's a man
and w ouldn't understand". In establishing a relation
ship with a patient we can work from a basis o f having
a certain amount o f shared experience simply because
of our sex.

Ignorance and SPUC propaganda combine to produce
in the imaginations of many people a picture o f the
actual abortion as a nasty, unpleasant operation. They
have seen the exaggerated pictures of foetuses in buckets
and expect the foetus to be really more like a prema
ture baby than hardly distinguishable at all.

There is also a great deal of co-operativeness between
the women themselves. Sometimes a woman w ill start
talking to another in the waiting room and discover that
she is from out-of-town and will be spending the
night alone in a motel and instead she w ill take her
home to spend the night at her home. The women talk
together in the recovery room before going into the
, theatre for the actual termination procedure and w ill
make special efforts to encourage a woman who is
obviously frightened. Sometimes they themselves are
apprehensive, but hide this so as not to upset a very
nervous person further.

One of my patients said when she got down off the
table that she would like to see what had come out of
her uterus, what we call the products of conception.
We sat her down on a stool and the doctor showed her.
There was about 50ccs o f blood and tissue, which is
normal forterminations at the stage they are performed
at the centre. "Is that all?" She said amazed. "Is it a bit
of an anti-climax?" I asked and she agreed.

A great deal o f drama surrounds the whole subject of
abortion so that most of the women are te rribly relieved
that in actual fact the whole operation takes a
maximum of four minutes from the time they walk into
the theatre, till the tim e they walk out, that the pro
cedure is very simple and any pain is momentary.
Sandra Coney

I am always impressed by the strength of a woman
who has quite an uncomfortable time in theatre but
says as we come to go out of the door back into the
recovery room where the other women are waiting:

DOCTOR DUNCAN

"I've got to put a big smile on so that girl who's so
worried won't be frightened." And she'll say to the girl:
"It's nothing to worry about. It's just like a period
pain."

BOOKSHOP

A t AMAC the whole process is done as a group thing.
Everyone knows why everyone else is there so there's
no use being secretive or ashamed.

COOPERATIVE N O N-PR O FIT
FEMINIST & GAY LIBERATION RESOURCES
Non-sexist & Quality homosexual literature.

One middle-aged woman arrived with her son's
girl-friend who was only sixteen. She was terribly
upset that her son had put the girl in this situation but
was reassured because as she said "They're all such
nice girls. They're not at all hard."

In public hospitals abortion cases are just one in a ward
fu ll of women w ith other gynaecological problems.
A woman feels d iffide nt about admitting why she is
there to other women who may be there because they
have miscarried a much-wanted child or are having
fe rtility problems. A t out-patient clinics dealing only
with abortion there is no furtiveness or suggestion of
shame, although o f course the names o f patients and
what they say are completely confidential.
It's heartening to read the questionnaires that all the
patients fill in at the end of their treatment. These are

REVOLimOX
GAY LIBERATION
BOOKSRRVICE

«sexual politics
■novels “his/herstory
•■lesbian/gay poetry
-non-sexist childrens
books
«paper s/m aga zines
Box 12, Nth Adelaide,
Sth. Australia 5006. FREE CATALOGUE,
monthly Booknews $4.00 p.a. surface.”

Send your contributions for the
Hogwash pages to Broadsheet,
•P.O. Box 47261, Auckland.

hogwash
Fron* HoJtfaOA NeWi
While
we
advocate
legislation and changes of
attitudes, we must first
and
foremost act as
women.

We have U>admit it, but sometimes we’re

beaten.

We have no jo b o« our books anywhere
like as exciting as starting a fam ily.
But when one girl starts a family., another
girl starts a job.
And th.it jo b might lie exactly the on*
you’d like.
£
R ight now* we’ ve hundm ls o f exciting
3
jobs.
WVU'pcud, interesting, and with nice people
We’d like to talk to yon about them.
But fast, a less words about ourselves.
We have a reputation for being
understanding, and decidedly unbossy.
We believe that an interesting, happy jo b is
the most important thing to happen to a girl
until she, too, settles down and starts a family.
We’re very friendly, and we never try and
push you into a jo b you w on’t like.
Please drop in; there’s an Alfred Murks
branch near your home.

Besides,
a
little
feminine wile can do
wonders in the business
world.
Ed.

W h at are

you doing
tomorrow ?

Rape Decision

“Yes dear — you are quite right — I
was wrong to suggest that you buy
car anywhere else than from the
Friendly Ford Dealers.”

a

Sir,—'Your editorial de
plores the recent House of
Lords ruling on rape. No
other ruling is possible. It
would be repugnant to com
mon sense to condemn and
punish a man whose only
fault was that he too earn
estly endeavoured to please
his lady companion.
Honesty
of
purpose
must always be a defence,
because ,where it exists

there is no wicked intent
which we could fairly
punish. In fact, juries have
always acted on this
principle.
Much of the hysteria
about rape trials will
vanish when ladies realise
that an acquittal is not a
finding that they consented
but simply a decision that
the accused should not be
punished for acting as he
did.
Lawyer.
Remuera.

-O
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The Fem inist Eye
THEATRE

stages.

Megan Terry wrote this play for
every woman who has ever been
"Calm Down Mother" had its happy/sad/angry/depressed
or
professional New Zealand debut in overjoyed at being a woman and
Palmerston North's Centrepoint for every man who wants to
Theatre at the beginning of this understand this. The play is a series
year, and following its success it of apparently unrelated sequences.
was revised in May and presented — short cameos — of life as she is
at Downstage's Cometogether Fes lived. Each piece is* connected with
tival as Centrepoint's contribution.
the next by a statement of solidarity
It is the first overtly feminist play ( "I've been found — have you been
(as opposed to covertly feminist found?"), of recognition of our
plays such as "Hedda Gabler") to struggle ("A lot of people must
hit New Zealand's professional start writing with the absurd

conviction that they are talking to,
or will contact someone. SOME
ONE. SOMEONE. SOMEONE.") or
of appreciation of our situation
("Every time I go out somewhere, I
have to sit on this hand, I'm so
afraid I will hit someone.")
The play was done complete justice
by the producer, Murray Lynch and
the actors: Kathy Concorde, Sheryl
Cooper and Kate Jason Smith. The
highest aclaim I heard was from
one male in the audience who said:
"That play has made me view the
position of women completely
differently."
Lorae Parry

TELEVISION
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A few months ago I commented on
the fact that there were no
television series with women in the
leading roles. Now there are at least
two: Justice and Beryl's Lot. The
latter I have not yet had an
opportunity to see but the former
I've seen a few times.
I was at first delighted that here
was a series built around a woman
lawyer and not just any old lawyer
but a barrister (different people
from solicitors and a job with more
prestige).
A t first there was no "rom antic"
interest but later a man appeared
on the scene. However, Ms
Lockwood is in firm control here,
the series continues to revolve
around her handling of cases, or
should I say briefs.

"Cairn Down Mother" from le ft : Sheryl Cooper, Kathy Concorde,
Kate JasonSmith.

Some of the stories are good;
others not so good, but I'm afraid
Ms Lockwood's acting leaves a lot
to be desired. She reminds me of
film star Robert Wagner in that she
has about three expressions and
these have to be used carefully to
cover or approximate the whole
range of human emotions.
In spite of this drawback the
character is shown to be intelligent
and decisive and not a "little
woman" relying on her feminine

wiles. Nor is the character stereo
typed as the cold career woman
who's in the job because she can't
get a man to love and care (cook)
for.
One nasty thought: in a recent
show she was seated discussing a
case with a middle-aged chap. The
waiter brought tea — the whole bit:
teapot, hot water, etc.
Ms Lockwood was busy discussing
the case in which she was very
involved; the chap was obviously
wanting his cuppa. But he didn't
make the move towards the teapot
necessary to satisfy his thirst and
suddenly Ms Lockwood realised he
was waiting for her to pour the tea,
which she obligingly did, to his
intense relief.
I was wondering if she'd pour the
tea too, and I was sorry that she did
but the point was made; attention
was drawn to the stupid discimination still practised by some
intelligent men towards intelligent
women. I mean, why didn't he just
pour the tea since she was so busy?
Answer: because, though she
might be brighter than him she's
still a woman and woman pour tea
don't they?
Joanne Edwards

BOOK REVIEW

Women, Resistance & Revolution
Sneila Rowbotham
Penguin, 1974

Sheila Rowbotham seeks to show
in this book the relationship
between the struggle of women for
equality with
men
and
the
revolutionary struggles of the
working classes for equality with
the ruling classes. In her intro
duction she explains that she tried
to trace the history of the idea
"that the liberation of women
necessitates the liberation of all

human beings."
The theme of her book is that
although the male leaders of
revolutionary movements believed
in the liberation of the masses
which automatically implied the
liberation of women they still held
emotional and social attitudes
towards women which made it
difficult for them to wholeheartedly
accept it. Even though she herself
is a committed socialist Row
botham freely admits acknowledges
that women have had to struggle
against male chauvinism in all the
poletarian revolutions that have
occurred so far.
The book gives a historical survey
of revolutionary movements from
the Puritan resistance in the 17th
century
through
the
French,
Russian and Chinese Revolutions to
a final chapter on Vietnam, Cuba
and Algeria. Rowbotham devotes
one chapter to the philosphies'
towards women of Marx and
Engels and their influence on the
thinking of the later socialists. I
found this chapter the most
difficult. The whole book is packed

with fascinating information about
women and events some of which
were quite new to me even though
I am quite well read in history and
feminist literature. It made me
realise that history books tend to
ignore the contributions women
have made to social change. For
example, I cannot remember seeing
Alexandra
Kollontai
mentioned
in any book on the Russian
Revolution used in schools and yet
in this book I learnt she wrote
novels, books and pamphlets
expressing the problems and needs
of women and was influential and
important in the early days of
socialism. She saw that changes in
sexual relationships were necessary
for the to ta l social emergence of
women.
Unfortunately
Stalin's
policies in the 1930's spelled greater
restrictions
for
women
and
destroyed advances that had been
made.
Although the author is obviously
sympathetic to her subject her
approach is scholarly and critical.
Because of the
amount
of
information in the book it is very
solid reading but it is well worth the
effort. I found the accounts of the
courageous struggles of women in
totally repressive situations deeply
moving. It made me realise not only
how fortunate we have been
compared with women in other
countries like Africa, China and
Cuba but also brought home to me
how difficult our problems are. It
may be easier in some ways to fight
from a position of desperation than
to fight in a situation where
superficially women seem to have a
good life. Because we are not
beaten if we attend women's
meetings as women in China were
in the 1950's, or asked to take out
our lUD's by our husbands because
they are "h u rt" by them as in Cuba,
or face social disgrace if we lose
our virginity as in Algeria, we
should
not feel
hesitant
or
apologetic for resisting the more
subtle oppressions of our own
society. This book will help inspire
you to keep up the struggle.
Helen Watson
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“Women’s Health in a Changing Society”
St. Lucia, Brisbane, University of Queensland, 25-29 Aug
(a)

Aims of the Conference * to identify and stimulate public awareness of
women’s health needs in Australia
* to determine the adequacy and relevance of
present approaches to women’s health care
* to determine future action in the provision of
health care for women in Australia
(b) Who can Attend ?
* everybody with an interest in women’s health
care is invited to participate.
* both new and traditional viewpoints are welcome
as it is hoped for a dialogue between those res
ponsible for the delivery of health care to wo
men and the women themselves.
* it is hoped that doctors, academics, nurses,
social workers, hospital and other health, admini
strators, teachers, consumer groups, trade uniofts,
Aboriginal women, migrants, women’s groups,
religious and charitable organisations, house
wives - all persons and organisations with an in
volvement in women’s health - will take advant
age of this unique opportunity to present their
views on any aspect of women’s health.
The program will consist of four streams which will
run concurrently, with an additional evening seminar.
The streams are :

1.
2.

Reproductive Life and General Health Behavioural Aspects of Women’s Health Sexuality, Sex Education, Health Education;
Rape, Wife-Beating; Doctor/Patient Relationships,
Prescribing habits; Alcohol, Drugs; Fashion, Fads
and the Fast Sell; Baby-bashing, Shoplifting.

3.

A Woman’s Work Health Promotion at Home and in Industry;
Occupational Hazards; Women as Mothers;
Women with Elderly Dependents.

4.

Problems of Isolation Physical Isolation; Economic Isolation; Social and
Ethnic Isolation; Suburban Neurosis; Handicapped
Women; Women in Institutions, The Lone Parent.

The Evening Seminar will be concerned with “Women’s
Role in the Provision of Health Services”.
Further details of the Conference can be obtained from
Mrs. Patricia Bollard Telephone : Canberra 818530
Conference Director
Department of Health
P.O. Box 100
WODEN A.C.T. 2606
Auckland Womens Centre. Contact for July : Karen
Muller 761-401. Consciousness Raising groups are being
set up through the Women’s Centre. If you are interested
ring Miranda 689-494.
The Centre also has regular fortnightly socials which are
open to Women. For information on dates or times ring
the Centre 764-755 or the contact for the month.______

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S
YEAR HAS PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION.
As a significant part of International Women’s Year there
are a number of Conferences being held during 1975.
Many of these are being arranged by local groups and
organisations. But in addition there will be those of a
national and international nature.
1.
Conference on Women and Health :
“Women’s Health in a Changing Society”
St. Lucia, Brisbane
University of Queensland
25 - 29 August
2.
Conference on Women and Politics :
Canberra National University 30 Aug - 6 Sept
3.
United Nations Inter-Regional Seminar
“Women, the Media, and the Arts :
the Communication of Attitudes”
Sydney
Sydney-Hilton 26 Nov - 10 Dec

CONFERENCE ON WOMEN AND POLITICS
(a)

Aims * the intention is not only to consider past and
present participation by women in political act
ivities but also to bring about a greater under
standing of the means by which women can
participate in the making of political decisions and
the difficulties that confront them in so doing.
(b) Themes * achieving change in, and understanding of politi
cal organisations such as bureaucracy, trade
unions, parties
* the means by which women can participate in
the political arena with consideration of lobby
ing, the effective use of the media and stimula
tion of and participation in effective action
* the difficulties that confront women in political
participation and ways of dealing with them.
(c)
Who can Attend ?
The Conference will be open to all with an int
erest in the subjects to be considered.
Canberra Australian National University 30 Aug - 6 Sept
Interested persons should contact:
K
Ms Karen Rush,
C/- IWY Secretariat,
Box 1210,
CANBERRA CITY.

UNITED NATIONS INTER-REGIONAL SEMINAR
“Women, the Media and the Arts - the Communi
cation of Attitudes”
Sydney 26 Nov - 10 Dec
A United Nations In ter-regional seminar, hosted by
the Australian Government is to be held in Australia dur
ing November-December.
Details of this Seminar will be provided in Broad
sheet as they become available.

OMEN A N D THE LAW IN NEW Z E A L A N D
dited by Kaye Turner and Pauline Vaver
ublished by Hicks Smith & Sons Ltd
his is the first, factual practical reference book for
ew Zealand women in their everyday activities.
ie authors have given a clear guide in layperson’s
nguage to the law as it relates to women and their
ghts or lack o f rights in this country.

broadsheet
the magazine for women
who are learning to be liberated

ie book will be reviewed in the next issue o f Broadsheet
roadsheet. It is available from your usual
ookseller at $3.60.

Send fo r a set of 6different
back issues for

■he University of Auckland Winter Lectures for 1975
111 feature Women in Two Cultures,
lie lectures will be held at 1 pm in the Lower Lecture
heatre (behind the stone building with the clock tower)
n the following dates :
uly 1 - Rosslyn Noonan - Problems of NZ Women today
lily 15 and 22 - topics not yet finalised but speakers will
include Dr Ruth Black and Mira Szaszy
'or further information contact Prof Ruth Butterworth
t the University or the Enquiries Office 74740 (closer
d the date)
Auckland Public Library has printed the first two of its
eries of booklists “ Books on Women”. Number 1 is
Hie Women’s Movement’, number 2 is ‘Her-story ie history of women’. Women are invited to request
opies of either or both book lists.
lease send a stamped, addressed envelope, with a note
idicating whether either or both lists are wanted, to:
ocial Sciences Department,
Auckland Public Library,
Jox 4138,
JJCKLAND.

Tne Circle,
\ 0 . Box 427,

Waterloo Quay,
Wellington.
slew Zealand’s lesbian-feminist magazine.
lend $4.50 for one year’s subscription.

$ 1.00

to:4 8 St Andrews Rd.,
Auckland 3

broadsheet
★ subscriptions*
send $4.00
(OVERSEAS SUS6.00)

to: Epsom
48 St Andrews Rd
.Auckland
Name:
Address:
Phone:
commencing month:
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